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ABSTRACT 

IDENTIFICATION OF QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI (QTL) AND GENES 

ASSOCIATED WITH SEED ISOFLAVONE CONCENTRATION IN SOYBEAN 

(GLYCINE MAX [L] MERRIL.) 

Adam Carter     Advisors: 

University of Guelph, 2017    Professor M. Eskandari 

    Professor I. Rajcan 

Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) is a major isoflavone producing legume. Isoflavones 

are plant secondary metabolites, which function as phytoalexins in plants with positive human 

health benefits. As a result, breeding for soybeans with high seed isoflavones has attracted 

considerable attention. Soybean seed isoflavone is a quantitative trait that would benefit from 

marker-assisted selection (MAS). The objectives of this thesis were to identify quantitative trait 

loci (QTL) and genes associated with seed isoflavones and study the effect of genotype by 

environment interaction. Genotypic and phenotypic data were collected from a population of 109 

recombinant inbred lines that was developed from a cross between RCAT 1004 and DH 4202 

and evaluated in four locations in 2015 and 2016. Significant genotype, environment, and 

genotype by environment interaction effects were observed. While single marker analyses 

detected 10 QTL, simple and composite interval mapping identified four QTL associated with 

isoflavones. Gene expression analyses revealed the importance of chalcone synthase 7 and 8 

(CHS7 and CHS8) genes on seed isoflavones. The detected QTL and genes can be used in MAS. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1. Introduction 

Soybean (Glycine Max [ L.] Merr.) is an internationally important leguminous crop for its 

uses in developing food products, animal feed, and some industrial products. In 2015, soybean 

accounted for 61% of international oilseed production, with the United States as the largest 

producer at 33% and Canada as the 7th largest producer at 2.5% of global soybean production 

(Soystats, 2017). The United States soybean production has seen steady increase from 2,756 

million bushels in 2000, to 4,307 million bushels harvested in 2016 (USDA, 2017). Ontario has 

seen rapid growth in soybean production with 85 million bushels produced in 2000, to an 

estimated 124 million bushels produced in 2016 (Statistics Canada, 2017). Manitoba has recently 

become the second largest soybean producing province in Canada, followed by Quebec 

(Statistics Canada, 2017). 

 Isoflavones are plant secondary metabolites produced almost exclusively in legumes. 

Soybean is one of the major isoflavone producing members of the Fabaceae family, with 

relatively high concentrations of isoflavones contained in seeds (Dhaubhadel et al., 2003). There 

are three main aglycone isoflavones found in soybean seeds: daidzein, genistein, and glycitein. 

These isoflavones can exist in seeds in their aglycone form, or with conjugates in their 7-0-β-D-

glycoside and 6”-0-malonyl-7-0-β-D-glycoside forms (Kudou et al., 1991). The malonyl 

conjugated forms are thermally unstable and during processing can be converted to a fourth form 

of isoflavones, 6”-0-acetyl-β-glycoside (Coward et al., 1998; Mortensen et al., 2009). In soybean 

seeds, the proportion of total isoflavones is made up of 50% genistein, 40% daidzein, and 10% 

glycitein; however, this can vary depending on geographical and cultivar differences (Wang and 
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Murphy, 1994; Charron et al., 2005). While malonyl conjugated forms are unstable, the majority 

of isoflavones in seeds are found in this form due to an unknown mechanism which confers 

stability to malonyl and glucoside conjugates in the vacuole (Dastmalchi and Dhaubhadel, 2014). 

There is evidence that consumption of soy isoflavones leads to a decreased risk of several 

human ailments including hormone-dependent cancers, cardiovascular disease, high blood 

cholesterol, osteoporosis, and hot flashes in post-menopausal women (Tham et al., 1998; 

Cederroth and Nef, 2005). Beneficial roles of isoflavones in soybeans can be categorized in two 

groups: 1) protection of the plant from pathogen attack, and 2) promotion of nodulation by 

mediating the symbiotic relationship between soybean roots and rhizobial nitrogen-fixing 

bacteria (Samac and Graham, 2007). Because of these positive attributes, breeding for food-

grade soybeans with elevated levels of isoflavones is desirable.  

Soybean seed isoflavone concentration is a quantitative trait with significant environment 

effects (Wang and Murphy, 1994; Primomo et al., 2005; Morrison et al., 2008). Previous studies 

have identified over 50 quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with total isoflavones, or the 

individual isoflavones (Wang et al., 2014). The identification of QTL associated with isoflavone 

concentration may help soybean breeders to select for the trait using molecular markers, rather 

than requiring costly phenotyping of seed isoflavone concentration. 

Isoflavones are synthesized through a legume-specific branch of the phenylpropanoid 

pathway. Several genes, including isoflavone synthase 1 (IFS1), isoflavone synthase 2 (IFS2), 

chalcone synthase 7 (CHS7), chalcone synthase 8 (CHS8), and GmMYB176 have been identified 

in soybean that are important for isoflavone biosynthesis (Dhaubhadel et al., 2014). Previous 

studies have identified associations between expression of these genes and seed isoflavone 

accumulation (Subramanian et al., 2006; Dhaubhadel et al., 2007; Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al., 
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2010b; Yi et al., 2010a; Yi et al., 2010b). Therefore, differences in expression of genes involved 

in isoflavone biosynthesis can help to identify genes underlying isoflavones productions among 

genotypes with different levels of seed isoflavones. 

Soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines Ichinohe; SCN) is considered to have the 

largest negative impact on yield production among all soybean pathogens in the United States 

(Koenning and Wrather, 2010; Wrather et al., 2006). Almost every soybean producing state has 

been affected by SCN (Tylka and Marett, 2014). In Canada, SCN has been reported in multiple 

counties in Ontario, and in Quebec (Mimee et al., 2014). While no cases of SCN have been 

reported in the expanding soybean producing province of Manitoba, there is potential for it to 

spread into the province from northern states (Tylka and Marett, 2014). The managing of SCN is 

best done through rotation with non-host crops and by growing genetically resistant cultivars 

(Concibido et al., 2004).  

The relationship between SCN resistance and seed isoflavone concentration has not been 

previously explored. Because of the increasing prevalence of SCN, it is important for food-grade 

soybeans with high isoflavones to be SCN resistant. By identifying QTL and genes associated 

with seed isoflavone concentration and SCN resistance and identifying the effect of genotype by 

environment interaction, the ability for soybean breeders to breed SCN resistant cultivars with 

elevated levels of isoflavones would be improved. Understanding how gene expression impacts 

isoflavone accumulation during seed development will contribute to the understanding of 

differences in isoflavone concentration between genotypes. Knowing the relationship between 

seed isoflavone concentration and SCN infestation can also identify potential consequences of 

growing high isoflavone soybeans in SCN-infested environments. 
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1.2. Health benefits of soybean isoflavones 

Breeding for high isoflavone food-grade soybean cultivars has received considerable 

attention due to the several positive human health benefits associated with consumption of 

isoflavones, including reduced risk of hormone-dependent cancers, cardiovascular disease, high 

blood cholesterol, osteoporosis, and hot flashes in post-menopausal women (Tham et al., 1998; 

Cederroth and Nef, 2005). Epidemiological studies have indicated that Asian populations, whom 

consume a large amount of soy-based foods from an early age, have reduced risk of the 

hormone-dependent breast and prostate cancers (Birt et al., 2001; Lamartiniere, 2000; Limer and 

Speirs, 2004). These benefits are probably due to the ability of isoflavones to act as 

phytoestrogens by competing with the human 17β-estradiol for binding to estrogen receptors (He 

and Chen, 2013). Genistein can be either an agonist or antagonist for estrogen receptors, based 

on the levels of 17β-estradiol (He and Chen, 2013). While evidence suggesting positive human 

health effects is present, it is suggested that further studies are necessary to establish a definitive 

link between isoflavones and these health benefits (Messina, 2010; Cederroth and Nef, 2009). 

1.3. Isoflavones roles in soybean 

Isoflavones in soybeans play crucial roles, both in protecting the plant from pathogen 

attack and in promoting nodulation by mediating the symbiotic relationship between soybean 

roots and rhizobial nitrogen-fixing bacteria (Samac and Graham, 2007). Protection from 

pathogen attack is due to the ability of isoflavones, and their derivatives, to act as phytoalexins 

that limit pathogen colonization, induce toxicity, and increase plant resistance (Dastmalchi and 

Dhaubhadel, 2014). Glyceollin, a phytoalexin derivative of isoflavones, is accumulated in 

response to pathogen attack and involved in resistance to fungal, bacterial, viral, and nematode 
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diseases (Huang and Barker, 1992). Glyceollin I has been shown to provide resistance to SCN 

(Huang and Barker, 1992). Soybean isoflavonoids also play a role in providing resistance to 

Phytophtora megasperma (Morris et al., 1991), Fusarium solani (Lozovaya et al., 2004), 

Phytophthora sojae (Subramanian et al., 2005), Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (Lygin et al., 2010), and 

Macrophomina phaseolina (Lygin et al., 2010). 

Along with providing protection from pathogen infections, isoflavones are also 

associated with promoting nodulation (Samac and Graham, 2007). Flavonoid and isoflavonoid 

compounds are secreted by roots and initiate a signal exchange with rhizobia that recognize 

specific signals and begin the formation of nodules on compatible host roots (Samac and 

Graham, 2007). Flavonoids are thought to promote expression of nod genes within rhizobia by 

binding to NodD, a transcription factor regulating nod genes (Hassan and Mathesius, 2012). The 

nod genes can also be repressed by some flavonoids, indicating flavonoids may maintain an 

optimal level of expression of nod genes to prevent accidental stimulation of defense responses 

in the plant (Hassan and Mathesius, 2012). 

1.4. Isoflavone biosynthesis 

Isoflavones are synthesized through a legume-specific branch of the phenylpropanoid 

pathway which is represented in Figure 1. The phenylpropanoid pathway is found throughout the 

plant kingdom and is responsible for producing many secondary metabolites that all are derived 

from the carbon skeleton of phenylalanine. The phenylpropanoid pathway begins with the 

deamination of phenyalanine to produce cinnamic acid. This step is catalyzed by phenyalanine 

ammonia-lyase (PAL). PAL may be important during pathogen attacks, as evidenced by 

quadruple Atpal mutants in Arabidopsis lines having increased susceptibility to Pseudomonas 
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syringae attack (Huang et al., 2010). In some soybean cultivars, the enzymatic activity of PAL 

increased following infection of Slerotinia slecrotiorum, indicating possible PAL involvement in 

response to pathogen attack in soybean (Malenčić et al., 2013). In soybean, there are at least six 

PAL genes. Two PAL genes in soybean were proposed as candidate genes underlying seed 

isoflavone concentration in a QTL study by Wang et al. (2014). 

The next step of isoflavone biosynthesis is the addition of a hydroxyl group to cinnamic 

acid by cinnamic acid 4-hydroxylase (C4H) to form p-coumerate. This step, involving the 

cytochrome p450 enzyme C4H, seems to help regulate activity of PAL through feedback 

regulation, preventing the devotion of too many primary metabolites to the phenylpropanoid 

pathway (Blount et al., 2000). Next, p-coumerate is converted to p-coumerate-CoA by 4-

coumerate-CoA-Ligase (4CL). The phenylpropanoid pathway branches off at various steps to 

produce a wide range of products, including lignins, flavones, anthocyanins, and tannins (Zabala 

et al., 2006). The steps covered here will be specific to the formation of isoflavones. 

The next step involves the condensation of p-coumerate-CoA with 3 malonyl-CoA 

molecules to form naringenin chalcone catalyzed by chalcone synthase (CHS). There are nine 

CHS genes in the soybean genome (CHS1-CHS9). Expression of genes CHS7 and CHS8 

coincided with the accumulation of isoflavonoids in seeds, and were shown to be expressed more 

in a high isoflavone cultivar (RCAT Angora) over a low isoflavone cultivar (Harovinton) 

(Dhaubhadel et al., 2007). RNAi silencing of CHS8 reduced both CHS7 and CHS8 transcript 

levels, likely due to sequence similarity, leading to a reduced concentration of isoflavones in 

soybean hairy roots (Yi et al., 2010a). Tissue-specific and developmental stage-specific 

differential expression between CHS7 and CHS8 has been shown due to promoter sequence 
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differences (Yi et al., 2010a). Chalcone synthase 2 (CHS2) has been identified near a QTL for 

genistein, daidzein, and total isoflavones (Smallwood et al., 2014).  

In legumes, the ketoreductase chalcone reductase (CHR) reduces a CHS intermediate to 

an alcohol, which leads to the formation of isoliquiritigenin chalcone (Wang, 2011). 

Isoliquiritigenin chalcone is an important precursor for the formation of daidzein, glycitein, and 

other legume-specific compounds such as glyceollin. Both products produced from the CHS 

catalyzed reactions, naringenin chalcone and isoliquiritigenin chalcone, are converted by 

chalcone isomerase (CHI) to form naringenin and liquiritigenin, respectively. The formation of 

naringenin is catalyzed by a Type 1 CHI, which is found throughout the plant kingdom; 

however, the formation of liquiritigenin, which is catalyzed by a Type 2 CHI, is mostly limited 

to legumes (Ralston et al., 2005). Dastmalchi and Dhaubhadel (2015) identified a Type 2 CHI 

(GmCHI1A) that is concurrently expressed with other important isoflavonoid biosynthetic genes 

and led to speculation of its involvement with seed isoflavonoid production. 

Isoflavone synthase (IFS) is the legume-specific enzyme responsible for producing the 

aglycone isoflavones (daidzein, genistein, glycitein) from the flavanones liquiritigenin and 

naringenin. When catalyzed by IFS, both naringenin and liquiritigenin undergo a hydroxylation 

with an aryl ring migration followed by a dehydration to form genistein and daidzein, 

respectively (Steele et al., 1999). The pathway to the third isoflavone aglycone glycitein from its 

precursor liquiritigenin is not very well understood. The A-ring of liquiritigenin is believed to 

undergo hydroxylation catalyzed by a protein with flavanoid-6-hydroxylase activity followed by 

the reaction involving IFS (Artigot et al., 2013). Although not yet identified, a 6-isoflavone-O-

methyltransferase should methylate this product to produce glycitein (Artigot et al., 2013).  
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There are two IFS genes reported in soybeans, which produce proteins differing in 14 

amino acids. Levels of expression of IFS1 and IFS2 have been shown to be different depending 

on tissue type (Dhaubhadel et al. 2003). Sequence polymorphisms in IFS1 and IFS2 have been 

shown to be associated with total and individual isoflavone levels in soybean seeds (Cheng et al., 

2008). RNAi silencing of IFS in soybean hairy roots led to highly reduced isoflavone 

accumulation in roots (Subramanian et al., 2006). The introduction of soybean IFS into 

transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana lines was sufficient to produce low levels of genistein 

conjugates (Liu et al., 2002). Furthermore, multiple QTL studies have identified QTL near IFS2 

(Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2014; Smallwood et al., 2014). Therefore, IFS1 

and IFS2 may be suitable candidate genes to further study their impacts on seed isoflavone 

concentrations. 

Following their synthesis, the aglycone isoflavones can be conjugated to increase water 

solubility, improve chemical stability, and reduce chemical reactivity for storage within cell 

vacuoles (Jones and Vogt, 2001). A glycosyltransferase (UGT73F2) was identified in soybean 

that glycosylated the aglycones to produce their glycoside forms (Dhaubhadel et al., 2008). This 

study also identified a malonyltransferase (GmMT7) that was responsible for adding the malonyl 

group to the isoflavone glycosides (Dhaubhadel et al., 2008). 

Regulation of the phenylpropanoid pathway involves coordinated action by 

myeloblastosis (MYB), and basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors with possible 

modulation of activity by WD40 domain-containing proteins (Broun, 2005). In soybean, a R1 

MYB transcription factor (GmMYB176) has been identified that regulates the expression of 

CHS8 (Yi et al., 2010b). Silencing of GmMYB176 transcripts lowered CHS8 expression and 

isoflavone accumulation in roots; however, overexpression of GmMYB176 does not increase 
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CHS8 expression or isoflavone accumulation, indicating GmMYB176 might be necessary but not 

sufficient for expression of CHS8 (Yi et al., 2010b). The promoters of IFS1 and IFS2 also have 

recognition motifs for GmMYB176, and when GmMYB176 transcripts were silenced, a reduction 

in IFS transcripts was also observed, indicating GmMYB176 may regulate isoflavone 

biosynthesis at multiple steps (Yi et al., 2010b). 

1.5. Environmental effects on seed isoflavone content 

Many studies have identified significant environmental effects on soybean seeds 

isoflavone concentrations with broad sense heritability values ranging from moderate (40%) to 

high (95%) (Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Primomo et al., 2005; Bi et al., 

2015; Zeng et al., 2009; Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al., 2010a; Smallwood et al., 2014; Morrison et 

al., 2008). Temperature has a significant effect on seed isoflavone concentration, with less 

isoflavone accumulation in elevated temperatures (Lozovaya et al., 2005). Long term drought 

over seed development periods have also been shown to lower seed isoflavone content; however, 

brief severe periods of drought had no significant effect on isoflavone content (Gutierrez-

Gonzalez, 2010b).  

1.6. Relationship to other traits 

It has been reported that seed isoflavones have both desirable and undesirable 

correlations with other important agronomic traits in soybean. Seed isoflavone content was 

positively associated with yield (Primomo et al., 2005; Morrison et al., 2008; Smallwood et al., 

2014). While some studies have reported positive correlations between seed isoflavones and total 

oil content (Morrison et al., 2008), some have found negative correlations (Charron et al., 2005; 
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Smallwood et al., 2014) or no correlation (Primomo et al., 2005) between the two traits making 

the relationship probably sensitive to genetic background and environmental factors. A positive 

correlation with days to maturity has also been observed (Primomo et al., 2005; Smallwood et 

al., 2014). 

A negative correlation between seed isoflavone and protein contents has been 

consistently observed (Primomo et al., 2005; Smallwood et al., 2014; Morrison et al., 2008; 

Liang et al., 2010). However, Charron et al., (2005) did not observe this negative relationship. In 

that study, five soybean cultivars were identified with positive correlations between seed 

isoflavone and protein across three locations (Charron et al., 2005). Primomo et al. (2005) 

identified a QTL on LG J that was positively associated with glycitein and protein, leading the 

authors to speculate that breeding for both increased isoflavone and protein content is possible. 

1.7. Soybean cyst nematode 

Soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines; SCN) is an obligatory endoparasitic 

pathogen that causes major yield loss in soybean (Koenning and Wrather, 2010). SCN begins its 

life cycle by hatching from an egg where it transitions from the first to second juvenile stage 

(Niblack, 2005). The nematodes are infective as second-stage juveniles, and can locate and 

penetrate a root, migrate intracellularly to vascular tissue, and establish a feeding site, termed a 

‘syncytium’ (Niblack, 2005). Male nematodes exit roots following feeding; however, female 

nematodes remain feeding while their body protrudes from the root and form a sphere on the root 

surface (Niblack et al., 2006). The spherical bodies darken as they age, forming cysts which 

protect hundreds of eggs contained within them (Niblack et al., 2006). These cysts can be 
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counted on soybean roots to develop a Female Index, which is a measure of SCN resistance 

relative to a susceptible cultivar (Niblack, 2005). 

1.8. Marker-assisted selection and linkage mapping 

Marker-assisted selection (MAS) allows for rapid selection for a trait in early stages of a 

breeding program by identifying molecular markers linked to versions of a gene (allele) or QTL 

controlling the trait, which can be easily and quickly screened (Collard and Mackill, 2008). A 

marker can be based on DNA sequence divergences such as insertions, deletions, point 

mutations, and tandemly repeated DNA (Collard et al., 2005). Detecting these mutations can be 

done through either hybridization-based, polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based, or DNA 

sequence-based methods (Collard et al., 2005). 

MAS can be effective for selecting traits that are challenging to phenotypically select for 

due mainly to complex inheritance or resource-intensive measurements (Xu and Crouch, 2008). 

Traits that are environmentally sensitive or controlled by recessive alleles can also be more 

easily selected for using MAS (Xu and Crouch, 2008). MAS also offers the ability to easily 

pyramid desirable genes or traits in a given genotype (Xu and Crouch, 2008). Because MAS can 

be performed in early generations and at early times in plant development, there is potential for a 

significant reduction in time and cost necessary to manage a segregating population.  

Linkage maps are developed through the production of a mapping population, 

identification of genetic polymorphisms between the parents that serve as markers, and linkage 

analysis between the markers (Collard et al., 2005). Generally, linkage maps are used for QTL 

mapping in a population (Collard et al., 2005). Multiple linkage maps have been developed for 

soybean, including an integrated genetic linkage map constructed with 5500 molecular markers; 
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3792 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), 1006 simple sequence repeats (SSR), 664 

restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP), and 38 other marker types (Hyten et al., 

2010). 

1.9. QTL studies for isoflavone 

Previous studies have identified more than 50 QTL associated with total isoflavones or 

individual isoflavones (Wang et al., 2014). The knowledge gained from these studies may assist 

future research in identifying novel genes involved in isoflavone biosynthesis, or act as markers 

suitable for MAS. 

Meksem et al. (2001) studied a population of 100 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) 

derived from a cross between Essex and Forrest. Out of 133 SSR loci used in the paper, the 

authors identified three QTL associated with glycitein content on chromosomes 11 (LG B1), 3 

(LG N), and 12 (LG H). Three QTL were also identified for daidzein on chromosomes 3 (LG N), 

5 (LG A1), and 9 (LG K). One QTL was also identified for both glycitein and genistein on 

chromosome 9 (LG K). The QTL detected for glycitein had much larger effect than those 

associated with daidzein leading the authors to hypothesize that glycitein is more likely to be 

controlled by fewer QTL, whereas daidzein and genistein are controlled by more QTL with 

smaller effect, which could be below the resolving power of their study (Meksem et al., 2001). A 

further study on this population, using an increased number of 240 SSR markers, confirmed six 

of the previous QTL and identified two new QTL; one associated with both genistein and 

daidzein on chromosome 14 (LG B2), and one associated with glycitein on chromosome 1 (LG 

D1a) (Kassem et al., 2004). 
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A study by Kassem et al. (2006) performed composite interval mapping (CIM) on 94 

RILs from the same population derived from the Essex by Forest cross. A total of 237 DNA 

markers were used, including 204 SSR markers. Only QTL for glycitein on chromosome 11 (LG 

B1), and daidzein on chromosome 3 (LG N) of the eight previous QTL reported were confirmed 

using this method, and 14 new QTL were identified. New QTL for glycitein were found on 

chromosomes 11 (LG B1), 1 (LG D1a), 18 (LG G), 7 (LG M), and three on chromosome 8 (LG 

A2). New QTL found for both daidzein and genistein were found on chromosomes 8 (LG A2), 

and 7 (LG M). A QTL for total isoflavones was also found on chromosome 18 (LG G) (Kassem 

et al., 2006). 

Primomo et al. (2005) identified 34 QTL for individual and total isoflavones using a 

population of 207 RILs derived from a cross between AC756 and RCAT Angora. A genetic map 

was generated using 99 SSR markers. Seven QTL for daidzein were identified on chromosomes 

5 (LG A1), 8 (LG A2), 13 (LG F), 12 (LG H), 16 (LG J), and two on chromosome 7 (LG M). 

Nine QTL for genistein were identified on chromosomes 6 (LG C2), 16 (LG J), two on each of 

chromosomes 5 (LG A1) and 12 (LG H), and three on chromosome 7 (LG M). Nine QTL for 

glycitein were identified on chromosomes 1 (LG D1a), 13 (LG F), 18 (LG G), 12 (LG H), 16 

(LG J), 9 (LG K), 3 (LG N), and two on chromosome 7 (LG M). Seven QTL were identified for 

total isoflavone content on chromosomes 5 (LG A1), 6 (LG C2), 12 (LG H), 16 (LG J), and three 

on chromosome 7 (LG M). Significant epistatic interaction was observed between 23 loci pairs 

(Primomo et al., 2005). 

A study performed by Zeng et al. (2009) on 130 F5:6 RILs derived from a cross between 

the Chinese cultivars Zhongdou 27 and Jiunong 20 identified 15 QTL for individual and total 

isoflavones by using 99 SSR markers. The RIL population was grown at three locations in China 
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over multiple years, making this study unique both in its parental lines and in its environments. A 

QTL on chromosome 13 (LG F) was associated with daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavones. 

QTL on chromosomes 20 (LG I) and 9 (LG K) were found to be associated with daidzein. Two 

QTL were detected associated with genistein content on chromosomes 8 (LG A2) and 6 (LG 

C2). A QTL on chromosome 7 (LG M) was associated with genistein, glycitein, and total 

isoflavones. Two QTL were identified associated with only glycitein on chromosomes 20 (LG I) 

and 10 (LG O). QTL on chromosomes 17 (LG D2), 18 (LG G), and 10 (LG O) were found to be 

associated with total isoflavones (Zeng et al., 2009). 

To detect QTL associated with isoflavones in soybean, Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al. (2009) 

utilized a population of 196 RILs derived from a cross between Essex and PI 437654 and 

developed a linkage map using 276 SSR and AFLP markers. Using this population and different 

QTL analysis methods, including interval mapping, composite interval mapping, multiple 

interval mapping, and mixed-model based composite interval mapping, they identified 26 QTL. 

They detected some novel QTL for the trait and also identified epistasis as a key factor in 

explaining phenotypic variability of seed isoflavone concentration over different environments. 

Seven QTL were identified for genistein on chromosomes 5 (LG A1), 2 (LG D1b), 15 (LG E), 7 

(LG M), 14 (LG B2), 13 (LG F), and 19 (LG L). Six QTL for daidzein were identified on 

chromosomes 19 (LG L), 5 (LG A1), 8 (LG A2), 2 (LG D1b), 7 (LG M), and 12 (LG H).  Six 

glycitein related QTL were found on chromosomes 6 (LG C2), 15 (LG E), 18 (LG G), 9 (LG K), 

and two on chromosome 17 (LG D2). Seven QTL were identified for total isoflavone on 

chromosomes 5 (LG A1), 8 (LG A2), 2 (LG D1b), 15 (LG E), 12 (LG H), 7 (LG M), and 19 (LG 

L). 
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A later study by Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al. (2011) identified five QTL influencing 

isoflavone concentrations. The study was conducted using a F7 RIL population of 188 lines 

derived from a cross between Magellan and PI 437654. A linkage map was developed using 446 

SNP markers and 5 SSR markers. Two QTL on chromosomes 5 (LG A1) and 11 (LG B1) were 

identified associated with all individual, and total isoflavone concentration. Two other QTL on 

chromosomes 6 (LG C2) and 8 (LG A2) were associated with genistein and total isoflavone 

concentration. The final QTL was associated with glycitein, and was also located on 

chromosome 5 (Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al., 2011). The QTL for total isoflavones on chromosome 

5 has been suggested as the best candidate to use for MAS as its additive component explained a 

relatively large amount of phenotypic variation (R2=37%) over multiple environments 

(Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al., 2011). 

Liang et al. (2010) identified five QTL for total isoflavone content in a population of 474 

F13 RILs derived from a cross between Jindou 23 and Huibuzhi. The linkage map was developed 

using SSR markers. The QTL were found on chromosomes 16 (LG J), 18 (LG G), 17 (LG D2), 

and two on chromosome 3 (LG N). 

Yang et al. (2011) reported 14 QTL in a population of 113 RILs derived from an 

interspecific cross between G. max “Hwangkeum” and G. soja “IT182932”. Two major QTL 

were identified on chromosomes 5 (LG A1) and 8 (LG A2), which were associated with 

daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavones over multiple environments. Two QTL associated with 

only genistein were found on chromosomes 8 (LG A2) and 7 (LG M). Nine QTL were reported 

for glycitein, located on chromosomes 8 (LG A2), 11 (LG B1), 4 (LG C1), 16 (LG J), 13 (LG F), 

12 (LG H), 9 (LG K), and two on chromosome 3 (LG N). One QTL on chromosome 3 was also 

found associated with total isoflavones (Yang et al., 2011). 
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Akond et al. (2013) identified 16 QTL using SNP markers in a population of 50 RILs 

derived from a cross between PI 438489B and Hamilton. QTL controlling daidzein concentration 

were found on chromosomes 2 (LG D1b) and 17 (LG D2) in one year, and chromosomes 6 (LG 

C2) and 13 (LG F) in another year. QTL controlling genistein concentration were found on 

chromosomes 8 (LG A2) and 12 (LG H) in the first year, and chromosomes 3 (LG N), 8 (LG 

A2), 9 (LG K), and 18 (LG G) in the following year. QTL controlling glycitein concentrations 

were found on chromosomes 2 (LG D1b) and 8 (LG A2) in the first year, and chromosomes 1 

(LG D1a) and 17 (LG D2) in the second year. 

Akond et al. (2014) identified three QTL for seed isoflavone concentration in a 

population of 95 F5:8 RILs derived from a cross between MD 96-5722 and Spencer. The linkage 

map for this population was developed using 5376 SNPs from the SoySNP6k BeadChip. One 

QTL for daidzein was identified on chromosome 5 (LG A1). Two QTL were identified for 

glycitein on chromosomes 9 (LG K) and 14 (LG B2). 

Smallwood et al. (2014) identified 21 QTL, 12 of which were positional confirmations 

from previous studies, using 274 RILs derived from a cross between Essex and Williams 82. The 

linkage map was developed using 480 SNP markers. The RIL population was subdivided into 

three groups based on days to maturity, and QTL were separately detected in each group. Seven 

QTL for genistein were detected on chromosomes 5 (LG A1), 6 (LG C2), 9 (LG K), 13 (LG F), 

17 (LG D2), and 19 (LG L). For daidzein, five QTL were detected on chromosomes 5 (LG A1), 

6 (LG C2), 9 (LG K), 13 (LG F), and 19 (LG L). Three QTL were found for glycitein on 

chromosomes 6 (LG C2), 9 (LG K), and 20 (LG I). Finally, six QTL were identified for total 

isoflavone content on chromosomes 5 (LG A1), 6 (LG C2), 9 (LG K), 13 (LG F), and 19 (LG L). 
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1.10. Hypotheses and Objectives 

Hypotheses: 

I. Genetic and environmental factors along with genotype by environment interaction 

explain phenotypic variation of seed isoflavone concentration in soybean. 

II. Differential expression of CHS7, CHS8, IFS1, IFS2, and GmMYB176 genes throughout 

seed development are associated with some genotypic differences in seed isoflavone 

concentration in soybeans. 

III. Soybean seed isoflavone concentration is influenced by SCN infestation, and isoflavones 

contribute towards SCN resistance. 

Objectives: 

In this thesis, a population of 109 F4-derived RILs developed from a cross between 

RCAT 1004 and DH 4202 was used to: (1) study the effect of genotype, environment, and 

genotype by environment interaction on seed isoflavone concentration, (2) determine 

relationships between seed isoflavone concentration and important agronomic traits, including 

yield, protein, and SCN resistance, and (3) identify QTL associated with seed isoflavone 

concentration and SCN resistance. Also in this study, six soybean genotypes with various levels 

of isoflavones were grown in a growth room to: (1) determine and test differential expression of 

five key genes involved in seed isoflavone accumulation throughout the R6 and R7 seed 

development stages among the genotypes, and (2) identify sequence mutations of the target 

genes and determine their effects on gene expressions.
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Figure 1.1. Representation of the isoflavonoid biosynthesis branch of the phenylpropanoid 

pathway. Adapted from Dastmalchi and Dhaubhadel (2014).
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Chapter 2: Genotype, Environment, and Genotype by Environment Interaction for Seed 

Isoflavone Concentration in Soybean Grown in Soybean Cyst Nematode Infested and Non-

Infested Environments  

2.0. Abstract 

Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) is a major isoflavone producing legume. Isoflavones 

and their derivatives function as phytoalexins which may function in protecting plants against 

pathogens. They are also known as phytoestrogens in the human diet, which have putative 

positive human health effects such as reduced risk of breast and prostate cancers, cardiovascular 

disease, and high blood cholesterol levels. Therefore, increasing isoflavone concentration could 

be a desirable target for developing added value for food-grade soybean cultivars. Soybean cyst 

nematode (SCN; Heterodera glycines) is the most yield-limiting pathogen for soybean world-

wide. The objectives of this chapter were to: 1) determine genotype (G) and genotype-by-

environment (GE) interaction variation for seed isoflavone concentration and, 2) determine the 

effect that SCN resistance may have on seed isoflavone concentration in SCN infested and non-

infested environments. A population of 109 recombinant inbred lines (RILs), derived from a 

cross between DH4202 and RCAT1004, along with 11 commercial check cultivars were grown 

in two SCN infested and two non-infested fields in southern Ontario, Canada, in 2015 and 2016. 

The genotypes were categorized into resistant, moderately resistant, and susceptible lines based 

on SCN female indices calculated from SCN infested environments. Significant G, environment 

(E), and GE interaction effects were observed for total isoflavone concentration as well as yield. 

Higher isoflavone concentrations were observed in non-infested environments than in SCN 

infested environments for all three levels of resistance. Within SCN infested environments, 

resistant genotypes had significantly higher isoflavone concentrations than susceptible 

genotypes, indicating a potential role of isoflavones in plant defense from SCN in resistant 
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genotypes. SCN infested environments were found to be more reliable for genotype evaluation of 

isoflavone concentration than non-infested environments due to similar relative performance of 

genotypes in all SCN infested environments. A strong relationship between the level of SCN 

resistance and relative yield among the genotypes was observed in SCN environments. When 

evaluating genotypes, soybean breeders should consider the negative impact SCN has on seed 

isoflavone concentration, the positive relationship between SCN resistance and isoflavone 

concentration in SCN environments, as well as the greater stability in isoflavone concentration 

across genotypes within SCN environments compared to the non-infested ones.

2.1. Introduction 

Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) is one of the major isoflavone producing members of 

the Fabaceae family.  Isoflavones are synthesized via the phenylpropanoid pathway and found 

almost exclusively in legume species. Isoflavones and their derivatives are important for plants 

defense against pathogens and mediating soybean symbiosis with nitrogen-fixing rhizobia 

(Samac and Graham, 2007). Isoflavones are also associated with positive human health effects 

such as reduced risk of breast and prostate cancers, cardiovascular disease, high blood 

cholesterol levels, and prevention of osteoporosis and hot flashes in post-menopausal women 

(Dastmalchi and Dhaubhadel, 2014). Due to these positive attributes, developing high yielding 

food-grade soybean cultivars with elevated seed isoflavone concentration has recently attracted 

much attention. 

Soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines Ichinohe; SCN) is considered to have the 

largest impact on yield among all soybean pathogens globally, including North America 

(Wrather and Koenning, 2006; Koenning and Wrather, 2010). As of 2014, almost every soybean 
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producing state in the United States has been affected by SCN (Tylka and Marett, 2014). In 

Canada, SCN has been reported in multiple counties in Ontario and in Quebec (Mimee et al., 

2014). While no cases of SCN have been reported in the expanding soybean producing provinces 

of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, there is potential for it to spread into these provinces from 

northern states (Tylka and Marett, 2014). Therefore, developing soybean cultivars with 

resistance to SCN is important for soybean production across the world. Isoflavone concentration 

in soybean is a quantitative trait that is influenced by many genetic and environmental factors. 

Temperature was shown to have a significant effect on seed isoflavone concentration, with less 

isoflavones accumulating in high temperatures (Lozovaya et al., 2005). Long term drought over 

seed development periods have also been associated with lower seed isoflavone content in 

soybean; however, it is reported that brief severe periods of drought had no significant effect on 

seed isoflavone levels (Gutierrez-Gonzalez, 2010).  

Many previous studies have identified significant genotype by environment interaction 

for isoflavones in soybean (Lee et al., 2003; Primomo et al., 2005; Smallwood et al., 2014; 

Morrison et al., 2008). Lee et al. (2003) identified significant genotype by environment 

interactions, and within that interaction the genotype-by-year and genotype–by-year-by-site 

interactions accounted for most of the variation. Some studies have identified significant GE 

interaction, but noticed consistent ranking of genotypes with high and low isoflavone 

concentrations, suggesting that breeding for these phenotypes is possible in any environment 

(Hoeck et al., 2000, Murphy et al., 2009).  

The presence of GE interaction allows for further statistical analysis, which aids 

researchers in visualizing genotype by environment interaction. The G and GE (GGE) biplot 

method using sites regression (SREG) analysis is an effective way for multi-environment data to 
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be used to assess genotypic performance across environments and to evaluate test environments 

(Yan et al., 2000; Yan et al., 2007). This method has been used to evaluate test environments and 

visualize relationships between traits in soybeans grown in southern Ontario (Yan and Rajcan, 

2002).  

Due to the increasing problem of SCN, soybean breeders will need to focus on 

developing high-yielding cultivars with good SCN resistance. It is important to determine any 

effect SCN, or SCN resistance has on other traits that soybean breeders or producers may be 

interested in. To my knowledge, no previous published work has determined SCN or SCN 

resistances effect on seed isoflavone concentration, or used GGE biplot analysis to examine 

similarities and differences between SCN infested and non-infested environments. Therefore, the 

main objective of this chapter was to study and visualize genotype (G) and genotype by 

environment (GE) interaction variation of seed isoflavone concentration in a soybean 

recombinant inbred line population evaluated in SCN infested and non-infested environments.

2.2. Materials and Methods 

Field trials 

Field trials consisting of a population of 109 F4:7 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) 

developed from a cross between RCAT 1004 (moderately high isoflavone; SCN resistant) and 

DH 4202 (low isoflavone; SCN susceptible) and 11 commercial check varieties that were grown 

in four locations across southwestern Ontario, Canada, over two years, 2015 and 2016. The 

locations Rodney (ROD) and Houston (HOU) had SCN infested soils, while Chatham (CHT) and 

Woodstock (WST) were considered non-infested with SCN. Environments were abbreviated by 

their location followed by the growth year (e.g., Woodstock in 2015 was called WST15). Plots 
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were arranged as a randomized complete block design (RCBD) with three replicates in the SCN 

infested environments, Rodney and Houston, and two replicates in Chatham and Woodstock 

locations. 

Data collection 

Seed yield data was collected for each harvested plot, adjusted to 13% moisture, and is 

presented in tonne ha-1. Total seed isoflavone concentration was determined by using a near-

infrared sprectroscopy (NIRS) method developed at Agriculture and Agri-food Canada (AAFC) 

in Harrow, ON, Canada. Approximately 30 g of seed from each plot was ground to a fine powder 

using a FOSS Knifetec™ 1095 sample grinder (FOSS NIRSystems, Inc., Laurel, MD). Grinder 

components were cleaned between samples to prevent contamination. Ground samples were 

stored in plastic vials for up to 24 hours before NIRS analysis.  

Isoflavone concentrations of the ground samples were generated by use of a FOSS 6500 

spectrophotometer (FOSS NIRSystems, Inc., Laurel, MD) and ISIscan software (Intrasoft 

International, Laurel, MD). The spectra generated for each sample were used to predict 

isoflavone concentration using a prediction model developed by AAFC in Harrow, ON. The total 

isoflavone values represent the sum of aglycone and conjugated forms, presented as aglycone 

equivalents on a dry weight basis (Morrison et al., 2008). Isoflavone concentrations are presented 

in mg g-1. 

SCN resistance for each genotype was generated using SCN count data gathered from the 

SCN infested locations, Houston and Rodney. Resistance is presented as a female index (FI), 

based on cyst (female) counts from roots gathered from each plot. Gathered roots were washed to 

remove excess dirt and the cysts were then captured from roots by washing the roots with high 
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pressure water. Captured cysts were diluted and count under a microscope. The susceptible 

cultivar Lee 74 was used to calculate the FI for each plot using the following equation:  

𝐹𝐼 =  
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝐿𝑒𝑒74
𝑥100% (1) 

Boxplots and scatterplot matrices 

Boxplots for yield and total isoflavones were generated with genotype LSMEANS from 

each environment to show genotype variation within each environment using PROC 

UNIVARIATE in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Scatterplot matrices for yield and 

total isoflavones were generated using genotype LSMEANS from each environment using the 

Matrix statement within PROC SGSCATTER in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). 

Analysis of variance 

All analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., 

Cary, NC). ANOVA for each environment was performed to generate LSMEANS using PROC 

MIXED with genotype as a fixed effect and blocks as a random effect. Combined ANOVA was 

performed for yield and total isoflavones using PROC MIXED with genotype, environment, and 

genotype by environment as fixed effects and block(environment) as a random effect. 

 Genotype LSMEANS for FI were generated from combined ANOVA performed on data 

from Houston and Rodney with genotype as a fixed effect and block, location, and 

block(location) as random effects. Female indices were log-transformed prior to analysis. Based 

on the LSMEANS, genotypes were grouped into resistant (FI < 20%), moderately resistant (20% 

≤ FI < 40%), and susceptible (FI ≥ 40%) groups. Mean comparisons were performed within 

groups between SCN infested and non-infested environments using PROC TTEST. Multiple 
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mean comparisons were performed among SCN resistance groups in SCN infested and non-

infested environments using Tukey’s multiple range test (α = 0.05). 

Site Regression (SREG) analysis and GGE Biplot 

The sites regression (SREG) model (Cornelius et al., 1996) was utilized to generate 

principle components from singular value decomposition (SVD) of environment-centered values, 

and GGE biplots (Yan et al., 2007) were constructed using the first and second principle 

components. The SREG linear-bilinear model can be written as: 

�̅�𝑖𝑗 = µ + 𝛿𝑗 + ∑ 𝜆𝑘𝛼𝑖𝑘𝛾𝑗𝑘

𝑡

𝑘=1

+ 휀�̅�𝑗 

Where �̅�𝑖𝑗 is the mean of genotype i in environment j, µ is the grand mean, 𝛿𝑗 is the main 

effect of environment j, t is the number of principal components (PC) used in the model, 𝜆𝑘 

(𝜆1 ≥ 𝜆2 ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝜆𝑡) are singular values that allows orthonormality constraints to be imposed on 

the singular vector for genotypes, 𝛼𝑘, and the singular vector for environments, 𝛾𝑘. 𝛼𝑖𝑘 

represents the effects of the genotype i, and 𝛾𝑗𝑘 represents the effects of environment j for the 𝑘th 

PC. 휀�̅�𝑗 represents the residual error. With the SREG model, the main effects of G and GE 

interaction are absorbed into the bilinear terms (Crossa et al., 2002). The SREG analysis was 

performed in SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC), using SAS code developed at the 

CIMMYT Biometrics Group (kindly provided by Dr. Jose Crossa). 

GGE biplots were constructed by plotting PC1 and PC2 values for each genotype and 

environment. Genotypes were colour-coded based on their level of SCN resistance. Vectors were 

drawn from the origin to each environment. The length of environmental vectors represents the 
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amount of variation present in the environment and may indicate its ‘discriminatory power’ (Yan 

et al., 2007). 

2.3. Results 

Analysis of variance 

Combined analysis of variance on yield data from the eight environments indicated that 

the fixed effects, genotype, environment, and genotype by environment interaction, were all 

significant (P < .0001; Table 1). The random effect ‘block(environment)’ was also significant (P 

= 0.0080; Table 1). The total isoflavones combined analysis of variance also indicated that all the 

fixed effects, genotype, environment, and genotype by environment interaction, were significant 

(P < .0001; Table 2). The random effect block(environment) was also significant (P = 0.0107), 

indicating the existence of significant variation within environments (Table 2).  

Environment-centered principal component analysis (PCA) produced significant first, 

and second principal components for both yield and total isoflavones (P < .0001; Table 4). The 

PC1 and PC2 for yield accounted for 51.26% and 17.76% of GGE variation, respectively, for a 

cumulative total of 69.02% (Table 4). The PC1 and PC2 for total isoflavones accounted for 

64.88% and 14.55% of GGE variation, respectively, for a cumulative total of 79.43% (Table 4). 

Because both PC1 and PC2 were significant for both yield and total isoflavones traits, GGE 

biplots were produced. 

Heterogeneity of genetic variance 

The range and variation in values of yield and total isoflavones varied noticeably when 

comparing the environments included in this study (Figure 1). For yield, three of the 

environments, which were not infested with SCN (CHT15, WST15, WST16), have produced 
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higher yield than the remaining five environments that included all the SCN infested 

environments (Figure 1). The smallest genetic variances were observed in two SCN infested 

ROD16, HOU16 and two non-infested environments, WST15, CHT16, which indicated that the 

amount of variation in yield may not have been affected by the presence or absence of SCN in an 

environment alone (Figure 1). 

The means and medians of total isoflavones were highest in environments that were not 

infested with SCN: CHT15, CHT16, WST15, and WST16 (Figure 1). The largest genetic 

variance was observed in CHT15 and WST16, and the remaining six environments had similar 

ranges (Figure 1). The amount of variation for total isoflavone in an environment did not seem to 

be affected by the presence or absence of SCN (Figure 1). 

Genotypic performance between environments 

To observe GE interaction effects on seed yield and isoflavone levels, pairwise 

scatterplot matrices of genotypes between environments were generated using estimated 

LSMEANS (Figure 1). In general, the scatterplot matrix for genotypic performance of yield 

illustrated weak positive correlations between the environments (Figure 2). The strongest 

correlation can be seen among three SCN infested environments, HOU15, HOU16, and ROD15, 

indicating genotypes may perform similarly across SCN infested environments, although ROD16 

did not show strong correlation to any other environment (Figure 2). In general, lower 

correlations were observed among non-infested environments, while very small correlations 

were observed between SCN-infested and non-infested environments, probably due to 

differential performance of genotypes across environments (Figure 2). 

In general, the scatterplot matrix for total isoflavones of the genotypes showed stronger 

correlations among environments than for yield, indicating less GE interaction for total 
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isoflavones than that observed for yield (Figure 2). The largest correlations were among the four 

SCN infested environments, HOU15, HOU16, ROD15, and ROD16, while smaller correlations 

were observed among the non-infested environments, WST15, WST16, CHT15, and CHT16. 

The latter result suggests that the variation in relative total isoflavone content for a given 

genotype was generally lower across SCN infested environments than across non-infested 

environments (Figure 2). There were reasonably strong correlations among all environments, 

including between SCN infested and non-infested environments, which indicated constant 

performance of genotypes for isoflavone concentration across all the environments (Figure 2). 

Isoflavone concentration based on SCN resistance level 

Based on the female index values, genotypes were grouped into three SCN resistance 

categories: resistant, moderately resistant, and susceptible (Table 3). The average total isoflavone 

concentration was significantly higher in non-infested environments than in SCN infested 

environments for all three resistance groups (P < .0001; Table 3). In non-infested environments, 

there was no significant difference detected for the average isoflavone concentrations among 

SCN resistance groups. This would indicate that SCN resistance genes may not have any impact 

on seed isoflavone concentration in SCN-resistant genotypes per se when grown in a non-

infested environment (Table 3). In SCN infested environments, there was no significant 

difference between resistant and moderately resistant groups, but the resistant group had 

significantly higher seed isoflavone concentration than the susceptible group (Table 3). This 

indicates that SCN-resistant genotypes can probably produce higher seed isoflavone in SCN 

infested environments in comparison to susceptible genotypes, although their isoflavone 

concentrations are still significantly lower than in the non-infested environments. 
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Site Regression analysis and GGE biplots 

GGE biplot for yield that explained 69.02% of the total G and GE interaction variation 

(Figure 3), with a high correlation between PC1 and genotypic main effect (r = 0.987; P < 

.0001), which allowed the GGE biplot to be effectively utilized. The SCN infested environments, 

ROD15, ROD16, HOU15, and HOU16, were clustered together below the PC1 axis, and 

grouped more closely to each other depending on the year of their growth season (Figure 3). 

Non-infested environments, CHT15, WST15, CHT16, and WST16, were clustered above the 

PC1 axis (Figure 3). Resistant and moderately resistant genotypes were mainly positioned below 

the PC1 axis, which suggested that their relatively improved performance in the SCN infested 

environments may have been due to their SCN resistance trait (Figure 3). Furthermore, 

susceptible genotypes were mainly positioned in the quadrant with positive PC2 values, and 

negative PC1 values, indicating their inferior performance in SCN infested environments but 

relatively good performance in non-infested environments (Figure 3). 

The GGE biplot for total isoflavones accounted for 79.43% of the total G and GE 

interaction variation, with a near-perfect correlation between PC1 and G (r = 0.996; Figure 4). 

Four SCN-infested environments, ROD15, ROD16, HOU15, and HOU16, were clustered closely 

together around the PC1 axis (Figure 4). The clustering of all the SCN infested environments 

showed that isoflavone production of genotypes in these environments was likely to be stable 

across other SCN infested environments. The SCN non-infested environments CHT15 and 

CHT16 were grown in the same location over two growing seasons and were positioned 

similarly on the biplot (Figure 4). The SCN non-infested environments WST15 and WST16 also 

represented the same location over two growing seasons but were not as closely positioned on 

the biplot as CHT15 and CHT16, which may indicate inferior year to year stability of genotypic 
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performance at the WST location. Considering the approximately equal distribution of genotypes 

from all SCN resistance groups in the biplot, there does not seem to be a relationship between 

SCN resistance and their relative total isoflavone concentration production in any environment 

(Figure 4). While this was not obvious through biplot analysis, a significant difference in 

isoflavone concentration was detected between resistant and susceptible groups in SCN 

environments using mean comparisons (Table 3). 

The best performing (ie. highest yielding) genotypes for each environment will be the 

first genotypes reached by a perpendicular line moving from the end of an environmental vector 

to the origin. Genotypic PC1 scores represent the average performance of a given trait across 

environments, and genotypic PC2 scores represent the stability of the trait performance. Several 

genotypes had large PC1 values, and low PC2 values, which ranked them as high performing 

genotypes in all environments (Figure 3). The best environments for testing genotypic 

performance for a given trait can be visually identified on a GGE biplot by having the 

characteristic of large PC1 values along with low PC2 values.  For yield, ROD15 and HOU15 

have high PC1 values, and low PC2 values, indicating they were the best environments for 

testing the genotypes yield. The other growing season for these locations, ROD16 and HOU16, 

have much larger PC2 values, which may indicate that the locations quality for testing yield 

performance are not stable from year to year (Figure 3). For isoflavones, all SCN environments, 

ROD15, ROD16, HOU15, and HOU16, had large PC1 and low PC2 values, which qualified 

them as ideal testing environments (Figure 4). Both growing seasons for the ROD and HOU 

locations had high PC1 and low PC2 values, which may make them the most desirable 

environments for testing SCN-resistant genotypes for their isoflavone concentrations. By 

considering both yield and isoflavone traits and their GGE biplots together, ROD and HOU are 
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likely the best locations to evaluate SCN-resistant genotypes for their yield and isoflavone 

performance, simultaneously.

2.4. Discussion 

Genetic variance can vary between environments in part due to GE interaction, and it is 

often observed to be larger in higher quality environments although lower quality environments 

can have large genetic variance as well (Malosetti et al., 2013). In this chapter, there was no 

significant difference in genetic variances between SCN infested and non-infested environments 

even though the non-infested environments tended to have higher means for seed yield and total 

isoflavone concentration. GE interaction is also apparent when comparing performance of 

genotypes in one environment to the rest. Environments with similar characteristics, such as 

presence of SCN, should induce similar responses in plants, which should lead to strong genetic 

correlations between the environments (Malosetti et al., 2013).  In this chapter, stronger 

correlations were observed between environments for total isoflavone concentration than for 

yield, indicating that GE interaction is larger for yield than isoflavone. Because yield is more 

influenced by GE interaction than isoflavone concentration, soybean breeders who are interested 

in the improvement of both traits should be more cautious when making genotype rankings from 

yield data than with isoflavone data gathered from a small number of test environments. The 

strongest genetic correlations that were observed for yield and isoflavones were among the four 

SCN infested environments, which indicates that the presence of SCN may be a similar enough 

environmental characteristic to induce similar plant responses independent of location and year.  

Seed isoflavone concentration was significantly higher in SCN non-infested 

environments than in SCN infested environments, which indicates the major impact of SCN on 
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not only yield, but seed isoflavone concentration as well. This might challenge both soybean 

producers and breeders who attempt to grow and breed SCN-resistant soybeans with high 

isoflavone concentration as a value-added trait.  SCN non-infested soils seem to be best suited 

for producing high isoflavone cultivars. Within SCN infested environments, the resistant 

genotypes (FI < 20%) had significantly higher isoflavone concentrations than susceptible 

genotypes (FI > 40%), indicating SCN resistance genes do not penalize isoflavone production, 

but are beneficial to isoflavone production within SCN infested environments. Because 

isoflavones and their derivatives can function as phytoalexins to protect the plants from pathogen 

attack, the higher seed isoflavone concentrations that were observed in resistant lines in SCN 

infested environments may be due to a general plant-wide increase in isoflavone production as 

part of the defense response. A study by Huang and Barker (1992) found that an isoflavone 

derivative and phytoalexin, glyceollin I accumulated more in a resistant cultivar than a 

susceptible cultivar in response to inoculation to SCN. Increased gene expression of key 

enzymes within the phenylpropanoid pathway has also been shown to occur in roots of resistant 

cultivars, but not susceptible cultivars when exposed to SCN (Edens et al., 1995). The focus of 

this study was on seed isoflavone concentration and did not measure root isoflavone 

concentration, but it is possible that the stimulus from the presence of SCN induces more 

accumulation of isoflavones in seeds as well as roots in resistant genotypes compared to 

susceptible genotypes. The lower seed isoflavone concentrations observed in SCN infested 

environments than non-infested environments could be due to preferred isoflavone accumulation 

in the roots in the presence of SCN, thereby reducing isoflavone accumulation in the seeds. 

GGE biplots provide opportunities to observe differences between environments with 

dissimilar characteristics with respect to the performance of genotypes evaluated in the 
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environments. In this study, four SCN infested, and four SCN non-infested environments were 

used to observe how genotypic performance can differ depending on the quality of environments. 

In general, it was found that SCN infested environments cluster together in GGE biplots for total 

isoflavones more closely than non-infested environments. This indicates that the ranking of 

genotypes across the environments should remain stable when evaluated in multiple SCN 

infested sites, but high stability should not be expected across SCN non-infested environments, 

or with a combination of SCN infested and non-infested environments. The SCN resistance trait 

of genotypes did not seem to be a major factor in relative total isoflavone production in any of 

the environments based on the GGE biplot, although the mean comparison analysis showed that 

susceptible genotypes had lower total isoflavones in SCN infested environments in comparison 

to SCN-resistant genotypes. The GGE biplot for yield plotted SCN infested and non-infested 

environments to opposite sides of the PC2 axis indicating the stability of genotypic performances 

across SCN infested or non-infested environments. When genotypes were grouped by SCN 

resistance levels, the SCN resistance trait was clearly shown to be a major factor in ensuring high 

relative yield in SCN infested environments with no impacts on yield in non-infested 

environments, indicating that PI 88788-drived SCN resistance genes do not have a negative 

effect on yield when genotypes are grown in non-infested soils. 

In this chapter, the GGE biplots for yield and isoflavones showed the potential usefulness 

for evaluating genotypes in both SCN infested and non-infested environments. GGE biplots can 

be used by soybean breeders as a tool to identify high yielding and highly stable genotypes. The 

potentially desirable genotypes, which are those with high and low values of PC1 and PC2, 

respectively, can be easily identified with GGE biplots. High yielding SCN-resistant genotypes 

with high stability across both SCN infested and non-infested soils were observed, which 
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indicates that some varieties can yield relatively well in both SCN infested and non-infested 

environments. Genotypic stability was not observed for isoflavones content, which contradicts 

some previous studies that reported relative stability in genotypes possessing extreme isoflavone 

concentrations (Hoeck et al., 2000, Murphy et al., 2008). Further study into the stability of seed 

isoflavone concentration in other soybean populations or cultivar panels could help elucidate 

whether high and low isoflavone cultivars show high stability, which would make those 

phenotypes easier to select for in a breeding program. 

2.5 Conclusions 

This chapter showed significant genotype, environment, and genotype by environment 

interaction for seed isoflavone concentration and yield in a soybean population of 109 RILs and 

11 commercial checks that were grown in four SCN infested environments, and four non-

infested environments. Genetic variance of yield or total isoflavones was not affected the 

presence of SCN. SCN infested environments produced similar results in relative genotype 

performance for both yield and total isoflavone concentration in seeds, while SCN non-infested 

environments had more diversity, particularly for total isoflavones. The genotypes grown in SCN 

non-infested environments had significantly higher isoflavone concentrations in seeds when 

compared to SCN infested environments. Within SCN infested environments, SCN-resistant 

genotypes had significantly higher isoflavone concentrations than susceptible genotypes, 

indicating a potential role of isoflavones in SCN resistance.  Some environmentally stable 

genotypes with high or low isoflavone concentration were identified in this study; however, this 

was not consistent among all high and low isoflavones genotypes. Therefore, soybean breeders 

should be cautious when interpreting relative genotypic performance in multiple environments, 
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particularly for the genotypes with SCN resistance that can be grown in both SCN infested and 

non-infested environments. Not surprisingly, resistance to SCN was an important factor for 

determining high-yielding genotypes in SCN infested environments. SCN infested environments 

were found to be more reliable than non-infested environments for the evaluation of seed 

isoflavone concentration in SCN-resistant genotypes due to minimal genotype by environment 

interaction effect.
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Table 2.1. Combined environment variance analysis of yield (tonne ha-1) of a soybean population 

consisting of 109 recombinant inbred lines and 11 commercial check cultivars grown in four locations 

in Ontario (Woodstock, Chatham, Houston, and Rodney) in 2015 and 2016.z 

Random effect Estimate Standard error Z value Pr > Z 

Block(Environment) 0.1717 0.07133 2.41 0.0080 

Residual 0.3646 0.01367 26.67 <.0001 

 

Fixed Effects 

 

Numerator df 

 

Denominator df 

 

F value 

 

Pr > F 

Genotype 119 1423 7.28 <.0001 

Environment 7 12 23.66 <.0001 

Genotype * 

Environment 

833 1423 1.48 <.0001 

z Experiment arranged in randomized complete block designs with two replications in Woodstock and 

Chatham, and three replications in Houston and Rodney. 

 

Table 2.2. Combined environment variance analysis of total isoflavones in seeds (mg g-1) of a soybean 

population consisting of 109 recombinant inbred lines and 11 commercial check cultivars grown in 

four locations in Ontario (Woodstock, Chatham, Houston, and Rodney) in 2015 and 2016.z 

Random effect Estimate Standard error Z value Pr > Z 

Block(Environment) 0.0055 0.00241 2.30 0.0107 

Residual 0.0428 0.00161 26.66 <.0001 

 

Fixed Effects 

 

Numerator df 

 

Denominator df 

 

F value 

 

Pr > F 

Genotype 119 1421 32.18 <.0001 

Environment 7 12 76.69 <.0001 

Genotype * 

Environment 

833 1421 2.63 <.0001 

z Experiment arranged in randomized complete block designs with two replications in Woodstock and 

Chatham, and three replications in Houston and Rodney. 
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Table 2.3. Means, standard errors, and mean comparisons of total isoflavones in seeds (mg g-1) of a 

soybean (Glycine max) population consisting of 109 recombinant inbred lines and 11 commercial 

check cultivars grown in two SCN infested locations (Houston, and Rodney) and two non-infested 

locations (Woodstock, and Chatham) in 2015 and 2016.z  

  SCN Infested 

Environments 

Non-Infested Environments  

SCN Resistance Groupy N Mean Standard error Mean  Standard error Pr > |t| 

Resistant 34 1.5271a 0.0437 2.3145a 0.0500 <.0001 

Moderately Resistant 18 1.4665ab 0.0600 2.2794a 0.0688 <.0001 

Susceptible 68 1.3766b 0.0309 2.2948a 0.0354 <.0001 
a-b Mean followed by the same letter are not significantly different according to Tukey’s multiple range 

test (α=.05). 
z Experiment arranged in randomized complete block designs with two replications in Woodstock and 

Chatham, and three replications in Houston and Rodney. 
y SCN resistance of genotypes are grouped based on female index values. The groups are resistant 

(FI<20%), moderately resistant (20%≤FI<40%), and susceptible (FI>40%). 
 

 

Table 2.4. Summary of F statistics and percentage of G and GE variation explained by principal 

components generated by singular value decomposition of environment-centered values for yield and 

total isoflavones. 

Trait 

Percent of 

Variation 

Cumulative 

Percent of  

Variation MS 

Numerator 

df 

Denominator 

df F Value Pr > Z 

Yield        

PC1 51.26 51.26 3.65 125 94 23.07 <.0001 

PC2 17.76 69.02 1.28 123 94 8.125 <.0001 

PC3 11.47 80.49 0.84 121 94 5.332 <.0001 

PC4 7.15 87.64 0.53 119 94 3.378 <.0001 

        

Isoflavones        

PC1 64.88 64.88 1.72 125 94 10.86 <.0001 

PC2 14.55 79.43 0.39 123 94 2.47 <.0001 

PC3 7.97 87.39 0.22 121 94 1.38 0.0525 

PC4 3.89 91.28 0.11 119 94 0.68 0.9747 
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Figure 2.1. Boxplots for yield (left) and total isoflavones (right) of a soybean population 

consisting of 109 RILs and 11 commercial check varieties that were grown in eight 

environments. For each environment, the median value is represented as line and the mean is 

represented as a diamond in the interquartile range box (shaded). The whiskers represent the 1.5 

interquartile range on either side of the interquartile range box. Extreme outliers in each 

environment are shown as circles. Environments are abbreviated as: WST=Woodstock, 

CHT=Chatham, HOU=Houston, ROD=Rodney followed by their growth season: 2015=15, 

2016=16.
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Figure 2.2. Scatterplot matrices for yield (tonne ha-1, left) and total isoflavones (mg g-1, right) of a soybean population consisting of 

109 RILs and 11 commercial check varieties that were grown in eight environments. Environments are abbreviated as: 

WST=Woodstock, CHT=Chatham, HOU=Houston, ROD=Rodney followed by their growth season: 2015=15, 2016=16 
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Figure 2.3. GGE biplot for yield (kg ha-1) of a soybean population of 109 RILs and 11 commercial check varieties grown in four 

locations in 2015 and 2016 for a total of eight environments. Blue dots represent susceptible (FI ≥ 40%), red dots represent moderately 

resistant (20% ≤ FI < 40%), and green dots represent resistant genotypes (FI < 20%). The first three letters of each environment 

represent the location, and the last two numbers represent the growing year. WST = Woodstock, CHT = Chatham, HOU = Houston, 

ROD = Rodney. HOU and ROD are SCN infested while WST and CHT are not. 
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Figure 2.4. GGE biplot for total isoflavones in seeds (mg g-1) of a soybean population of 109 RILs and 11 commercial check varieties 

grown in four locations in 2015 and 2016 for a total of eight environments. Blue dots represent susceptible (FI ≥ 40%), red dots 

represent moderately resistant (20% ≤ FI < 40%), and green dots represent resistant genotypes (FI < 20%). The first three letters of 

each environment represent the location, and the last two numbers represent the growing year. WST = Woodstock, CHT = Chatham, 

HOU = Houston, ROD = Rodney. HOU and ROD are SCN infested while WST and CHT are not.
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Chapter 3: Studying the Genetic Control of Isoflavone Concentration in Soybean Seeds 

using Candidate Gene Expression Analysis 

3.0. Abstract 

Isoflavones are secondary plant metabolites produced mostly in legumes including 

soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) via the phenylpropanoid pathway. Isoflavones function as 

phytoalexins in plant defense, promote nodulation, and have putative positive human health 

effects. Previous studies have recognized many genes in the phenylpropanoid pathway that were 

associated with isoflavone accumulation, including the following five important candidate genes 

that were studied in this research: two Chalcone Synthase (CHS) genes, CHS7 and CHS8, two 

Isoflavone Synthase genes, IFS1 and IFS2, and a transcription factor, GmMYB176. The objective 

of this study was to elucidate the importance of the above five candidate genes on seed 

isoflavone concentration in soybean through gene expression analysis using Real-Time PCR. 

Developing seeds from six genotypes which ranged from high to moderately low seed isoflavone 

concentrations were collected at growth stages R6 and R7 for RNA extraction, and total 

isoflavone concentration was measured from mature seeds. RCAT Angora had significantly 

higher seed isoflavone concentration than the other five genotypes. The CHS7 and CHS8 genes 

were highly expressed in RCAT Angora compared to four of the five moderate to low isoflavone 

cultivars at R6. Although, differential gene expression for IFS1, IFS2, and GmMYB176 was 

observed among the target genotypes at both R6 and R7, no constant association between the 

level of gene expression and the level of total isoflavone in seeds was detected. The gene 

sequence polymorphisms of the target genes that were identified among the genotypes, including 

a single base pair deletion in the promoter of IFS1, and a single-nucleotide mutation in an 

intronic region of GmMYB176, were not associated with the observed differential gene 
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expression. While the importance of CHS7 and CHS8 in isoflavone accumulation in soybean 

seeds was supported based on their gene expression at R6, the observed gene expression 

differences of the other target genes included in this study did not show a clear influence on 

mature seed isoflavone concentration, which may indicate the involvement of other genes in the 

phenylpropanoid pathway that were excluded in this study. 

3.1. Introduction 

Isoflavones are secondary plant metabolites produced mostly by legumes via the 

phenylpropanoid pathway. Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) is one of the major isoflavone 

producing legumes, with high concentration of isoflavones accumulated in seeds relative to other 

plant organs (Dhaubhadel et al., 2003). There are three main isoflavone aglycones that are found 

in soybean seeds: daidzein, genistein, and glycitein which can be conjugated to become 7-O-β-D 

glycosides (daidzin, genistein, glycitin) and 6”-O-malonyl-7-O-β-D glycosides (malonyldaidzin, 

malonylgenistin, malonylglycitin) (Kudou et al., 1991). Isoflavones act as phytoestrogens in 

humans, and there is evidence that consumption of soybean isoflavones leads to a decreased risk 

of several human ailments, including hormone-dependent cancers, cardiovascular disease, high 

blood cholesterol, osteoporosis, and hot flashes in post-menopausal women (Cederroth and Nef, 

2005; Lamartiniere, 2000; Miadoková, 2009; Tham et al., 1998). In soybeans, isoflavones and 

their derivatives aid in protecting the plant from pathogen attack and promoting nodulation by 

mediating the symbiotic relationship between soybean roots and rhizobial nitrogen-fixing 

bacteria (Samac and Graham, 2007).  

Isoflavones are synthesized through a legume-specific branch of the phenylpropanoid 

pathway. Of the many genes involved in this pathway, a few genes have been identified as being 
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critical to isoflavone production in seeds, including two of the nine soybean chalcone synthase 

(CHS) genes: CHS7 and CHS8 (Dhaubhadel et al., 2007). There is high sequence similarity 

between CHS7 and CHS8 in the two exons (95% and 97% identity in the first and second exon, 

respectively); however, there is sequence diversity in their intronic and 5’ untranslated regions 

(UTR; Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008). RNA interference gene silencing of CHS8 in soybean hairy 

roots led to decreased isoflavone production (Yi et al., 2010). Using gene expression analysis, 

Dhaubhadel et al. (2007) found that CHS7 and CHS8 were expressed higher in a cultivar with 

high isoflavone content in seeds, RCAT Angora, relative to a low isoflavone cultivar, 

Harovinton.  

Isoflavone synthase (IFS) is a legume-specific cytochrome P450 monooxygenase that 

catalyzes the reaction producing the isoflavone aglycones daidzein, genistein, and glycitein from 

the flavanones liquiritigenin and naringenin (Jung et al., 2000). Two IFS genes have been 

identified in soybean, IFS1 and IFS2, which contrast in their tissue-specific transcript 

accumulation and produce proteins differing in 14 amino acids (Dhaubhadel et al., 2003). 

Silencing of IFS in soybean hairy roots led to highly reduced isoflavone accumulation in roots 

(Subramanian et al., 2006). Two single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in IFS2, and three 

SNPs in IFS1 were identified as being associated with seed isoflavone levels among a population 

of 16 Glycine soja and 17 Glycine max accessions (Cheng et al., 2008). Multiple genetic studies 

have identified several isoflavone-related quantitative trait loci (QTL) near IFS2 (Gutierrez-

Gonzalez et al., 2010; Smallwood et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). Thus, differences in 

expression and sequence of IFS1 and IFS2 may help explain cultivar differences in seed 

isoflavone content. 
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Regulation of the phenylpropanoid pathway involves coordinated action by 

myeloblastosis (MYB), and basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors with possible 

modulation of activity by WD40 domain-containing proteins (Broun, 2005). In soybean, a R1 

MYB transcription factor GmMYB176 regulates the expression of CHS8 (Yi et al., 2010b). 

Silencing of GmMYB176 transcripts reduced CHS8 expression and isoflavone accumulation in 

soybean hairy roots (Yi et al., 2010b). However, overexpression of GmMYB176 in hairy roots 

did not increase CHS8 expression or isoflavone accumulation (Yi et al., 2010b). The promoters 

of IFS1 and IFS2 also have recognition motifs for GmMYB176, and when GmMYB176 

transcripts were silenced, a reduction in IFS transcripts was also observed, indicating 

GmMYB176 may regulate isoflavone biosynthesis at multiple steps in the phenylpropanoid 

pathway (Yi et al., 2010b). 

Under different biotic stresses, several genes in soybean, including CHS and IFS, 

coincided with an increase in isoflavone accumulation probably due to their involvement in 

defense responses (Dhaubhadel et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2009). The 

expression of key genes such as CHS7, CHS8, and IFS2 also coincided with the accumulation of 

isoflavones in seeds under control conditions, (Dhaubhadel et al., 2007; Gutierrez-Gonzalez et 

al., 2010). Prolonged exposure of soybean genotype, AC Proteina, to high temperatures 

decreased seed and pod isoflavones, and affected expression of CHS7, CHS8, IFS1, and IFS2 

throughout seed and pod development; however, no clear correlation between pathway gene 

expression and isoflavone level was observed (Chennupati et al., 2012). 

Based on previous studies, the CHS7, CHS8, IFS1, and IFS2 genes and a transcription 

factor GmMYB176 are highly important genetic factors underlying isoflavone biosynthesis and 

accumulation in soybean seeds. Therefore, the main objective of this study was to study the 
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effects of these five key genes on isoflavone concentration in developing soybean seeds using 

gene expression analysis on six genotypes, with high to moderately low isoflavone content, at 

two developmental stages of R6 and R7. 

3.2. Materials and methods 

Plant materials and experimental design 

The following six soybean genotypes with various levels of isoflavone (Table 1) were 

used in the current study: RCAT Angora, RCAT 1004, RCAT 1008, DH 4202, OAC Brooke, 

and HDC Blake. Plants were grown in a growth room under normal conditions using the 

University of Guelph Soybean Breeding Programs: 16 hr day/8 hr nights, 25˚C day/20˚C night 

temperature, relative humidity of 70%, and light intensity of 300 µmol/m2/s. For each genotype, 

four seeds were planted in 6 L nursery containers (Dillen Products, Middlefield, Ohio) using 

LA4 Sunshine Growing Mix (Sungro Horticulture Canada Ltd., Seba Beach, AB). The pots were 

thinned to one plant per pot during the first trifoliate growth stage. Fertilizer with an N:P:K ratio 

of 15:15:18 was diluted with water to a 80:1 ratio and 150 mL were applied to each pot two 

weeks after planting. The experiment was arranged as a completely randomized design with 

three replicates. 

Tissue collection and RNA extraction 

Seeds from each soybean plant were collected at the R6 (full seeds) and R7 (beginning 

maturity) developmental stages, and were immediately submerged in liquid nitrogen and then 

stored at -80˚C prior to RNA extraction. Seeds were ground in liquid nitrogen using a mortar and 

pestle, which were decontaminated between samples using ELIMINase (Decon Labs, Inc., King 

of Prussia, PA) and RNAse-free water. RNA extractions were performed using the PureLink™ 
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RNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Approximately 100 mg of ground tissue was 

homogenized in 1.0 mL of lysis buffer containing 1% 2-mercaptoethanol for 45 sec using a 

Stirrer RZR50 (Conframo Ltd., Wiarton, ON) and disposable pestles for 1.5 mL microfuge tubes 

(Diamed, Mississauga, ON). Genomic DNA contamination was removed using the On-column 

Purelink™ DNAse Treatment (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). RNA degradation was assessed by 

running all samples on a 1.5 % agarose gel. RNA quality and concentration of all samples was 

also assessed using a Nanodrop® spectrophotometer (ND-1000 v.3.5.2; NanoDrop 

Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, DE). RNA Samples were stored at -80˚C until cDNA 

conversion. 

cDNA preparation and qPCR reactions 

Two-step RT-PCR was performed with the qScript™ cDNA SuperMix (Quanta 

BioSciences, Inc.) using oligo(dT) primers and 2 µg RNA. The cDNA concentration was 

determined using a Nanodrop® spectrophotometer (ND-1000 v.3.5.2; NanoDrop Technologies, 

Inc., Wilmington, DE) and then stored at -20˚C until required for qPCR. Previously published 

gene-specific primers for qPCR were used in this study (Table 2). All primers were tested for 

amplification efficiency by performing a five-fold serial dilution to produce five samples of 

cDNA that decrease in concentration. All qPCR reactions were performed using the PerfeCta® 

SYBR®Green FastMix®, ROX™ kit (Quanta BioSciences, Inc.). Each reaction mixture 

consisted of 10 µL of SYBRGREEN Mix, 300 nM of each primer, 100 ng of cDNA, and 

nuclease-free water to bring the final reaction volume to 20 µL. The real-time reactions were 

performed using the StepOnePlus™ Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, 

CA) with a PCR cycling protocol of 95˚C initial denaturation for 20 s; 45 cycles of 95˚C for 3 

seconds, 60˚C for 30 seconds. Melt curves were included after completion of PCR cycling to 
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confirm amplification of a single product. Analysis of gene expression results was performed 

using StepOnePlus™ software v2.3 (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). 

Isoflavone extraction  

Isoflavone extractions were performed in Dr. Sangeeta Dhaubhadel’s laboratory (London 

Research and Development Centre, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, London, Ontario, 

Canada). Mature seed samples were ground to a fine powder with a mortar and pestle in liquid 

nitrogen then mixed in 50% acetonitrile. Samples were sonicated for 20 min in an ice water bath, 

centrifuged and then the supernatant was collected. This extraction process was repeated two 

further times on the same ground samples. The first two extractions were pooled together and 

100 µL of the samples were hydrolyzed with 50 µL of 5% KOH for 4-5 hrs at room temperature. 

Following hydrolysis, 50 µL of 14% KH2PO4 was added to neutralize the reaction. The samples 

were centrifuged and loaded into HPLC vials and were run in an Agilent 1100 HPLC System 

with a Poroshell 120, EC-C18 column maintained at 32°C (4.6 x 100 mm, 2.7 µm; Agilent). The 

mobile phase solvents were 0.1% formic acid (FA) in water (mobile phase A) and 0.1% FA in 

acetonitrile (mobile phase B). The separation of the isoflavones was carried out using a system 

from 15% solvent B, with a 2 min hold time which was increased to 34% in 13 min and then to 

100% in 0.5 min and remaining at that rate for 3.5 min. The program was recycled back to the 

initial state of 15% solvent B in 0.5 min with a 3.5-min hold time. The total isoflavones are 

represented as the sum of all aglycone and conjugated forms of isoflavones measured. 

DNA extraction, primer design, and gene sequencing 

The following three genotypes were selected for gene sequencing: RCAT Angora (high 

isoflavone), and two lower isoflavone genotypes, RCAT 1004 and DH4202, that are also parents 

of a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population that will be using for isoflavone QTL analysis. A 
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thumbnail-size piece of leaf tissue was collected from each genotype and stored in 2.0 mL 

conical screw cap tubes. Samples were stored at -20˚C then freeze-dried using a Savant 

ModulyoD Thermoquest (Savant Instruments, Holbrook, NY). DNA was extracted using a 

NucleoSpin® Plant II kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) as per manufacturer's instructions. 

DNA quality was assessed by running samples on a 1.5% agarose gel and on a Nanodrop® 

spectrophotometer (ND-1000 v.3.5.2; NanoDrop Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, DE). 

The primer pairs for gene sequencing were designed using the Primer3Plus software 

(Untergasser et al., 2007) and were synthesized at the University of Guelph Laboratory Services 

(Guelph Molecular Supercentre, Guelph, On. Canada). For all PCR reactions, the following 

reaction was used: 33.6 µL molecular grade water, 5.0 µL 10X PCR Buffer, 3.0 µL 25mM 

MgCl2, 1.0 µL 1 mM dNTP, 1.0 µL of 10 µM forward and reverse primers, 0.4 µL Taq 

Polymerase, and 5.0 µL of approximately 10 ng/µL DNA. The PCR cycling conditions were: 

two minutes at 95˚C; 30 cycles of 1 minute at 95˚C, 1:30 minutes at 47-58˚C, 2 minutes at 72˚C; 

5 minutes at 72˚C followed by a hold at 4 ˚C. The optimal annealing temperature for every 

primer pair was determined by having a range of annealing temperatures between 48˚C and 

58˚C. Gel electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel was performed for all PCR products to confirm 

amplicon size, and primer specificity. 

The Diffinity RapidTip (Chiral Technologies Inc., West Chester, PA) was used as per 

manufacturer's instructions to cleanup 25 µL of each PCR fragment before cycle sequencing 

reactions were performed. Cycle sequencing reactions were performed with: 10 µl molecular 

grade water, 1 µl 5X sequencing buffer, 1 µl 10uM of either forward or reverse primer, 1 µl of 

BigDye® Terminator v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA), and 2 µl of template DNA. The 

PCR cycling conditions for cycle sequencing were: two minutes at 96˚C; 30 cycles of 30 seconds 
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at 96˚C, 15 seconds at 50˚C, 4 minutes at 60˚C; followed by a hold at 4˚C. Excess 

unincorporated BigDye® terminator was removed from the sequencing reactions using Mag-

Bind® SeqDTR™ (Omega bio-tek, Norcross, GA.) as per manufacturer's instructions. The 

labelled PCR products were then sequenced with an Applied Biosystems® 3500 Genetic 

Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). The mutations that were found in the promoter 

regions of the target genes, promoter sequences from the genotypes were tested for differences in 

transcription factor binding sites using PlantRegMap (Jin et al., 2017). 

3.3. Results 

Isoflavone levels among the genotypes 

Total isoflavone concentrations for the six genotypes included in this study were 

measured from mature seeds and are reported in the Table 1. The genotype RCAT Angora had 

significantly (=0.05) higher isoflavone level than the rest of genotypes with a mean of 4923.04 

µg g1 (Table 1). DH 4202 had the lowest isoflavone level among the target genotypes with a 

mean of 1777.23 µg g1, however, it was not significantly (=0.05) lower than the rest of 

genotypes, except RCAT Angora (Table 1).  

Expression profiles of isoflavonoid biosynthetic genes in six soybean genotypes 

Five soybean genes, IFS1, IFS2, CHS7, CHS8, and GmMYB176 were selected for gene 

expression analysis based on their previously reported involvement and importance in isoflavone 

biosynthesis. Seed isoflavone accumulation increases throughout seed maturation, with large 

increases in accumulation beginning in the R6 development stage and continuing to maturity. 

Gene expression of the five previously mentioned genes were determined at the R6 and R7 

stages of seed development. At the seed developmental stage of R6, CHS7 and CHS8 had 
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significantly higher expression levels in RCAT Angora and RCAT 1004 than in four other 

genotypes (Figure 1). Expression of CHS7 in DH 4202, HDC Blake, OAC Brooke, and RCAT 

1008 was 0.5-fold, 0.1-fold, 0.2-fold, and 0.5-fold of RCAT Angora’s level, respectively (Figure 

1). Expression of CHS8 in DH 4202, HDC Blake, OAC Brooke, and RCAT 1008 was 0.7-fold, 

0.1-fold, 0.1-fold, and 0.5-fold of RCAT Angora’s level, respectively (Figure 1). RCAT Angora 

had significantly higher seed isoflavone concentration than other genotypes, however RCAT 

1004 did not (Table 1), indicating the high isoflavone genotype RCAT Angora expresses CHS7 

and CHS8 more at R6 than most, but not all lower isoflavone genotypes. The differential 

expression of CHS7 and CHS8 at R6 between the high isoflavone line and the lower isoflavone 

lines made these genes the most important genes in affecting mature seed isoflavone 

concentration in this study. 

Accumulation of CHS7 and CHS8 transcripts at the R7 seed development stage showed 

contrasting profiles than at the R6 stage in the same six soybean cultivars included in this study. 

At the R7 stage, along with RCAT Angora, RCAT 1008 and OAC Brooke also accumulated 

higher levels of CHS7 and CHS8 transcripts compared to RCAT 1004 and DH4202 (Figure 2). 

Relative gene expression of CHS7 and CHS8 in the six genotypes at R7 did not display similar 

transcript profiles as of R6, indicating differences in expression of CHS7 and CHS8 between 

genotypes at R6 do not necessarily remain in R7. The R6 growth stage is when most genes 

involved in isoflavone production begin a large increase in their expression, which may 

substantiate upregulation of CHS7 and CHS8. 

At the R6 growth stage, IFS1 and IFS2 had the lowest gene expression in HDC Blake and 

OAC Brooke compared to RCAT Angora with approximately half of the transcripts produced 

(Figure 1). The remaining three genotypes expressed IFS1 and IFS2 at similar levels to RCAT 
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Angora (Figure 1). The expression patterns of IFS, CHS7 and CHS8 were similar at the R6 

developmental stage of soybean seeds in the selected 6 soybean cultivars potentially indicating 

shared regulation factors in these group of genes (Figure 1).  

In general, the expression of the IFS genes at R7 increased in all low isoflavone 

genotypes, except HDC Blake, relative to the high isoflavone genotype RCAT Angora (Figure 

2). Expression of IFS1 was approximately twice the level of RCAT Angora in two lower 

isoflavone genotypes, DH4202 (1.9-fold) and RCAT 1004 (2.0-fold) (Figure 2). Expression of 

IFS1 and IFS2 at R7 does not match with their expression at R6 in the six genotypes, which may 

indicate genotypic variation in their regulation over time, much like what was observed with 

CHS7 and CHS8. Unlike what was observed at R6, the relative expression of IFS did not 

compare closely to CHS7 or CHS8 at R7, indicating their apparent regulation similarities did not 

persist into R7. 

Since GmMYB176 affects isoflavone level by activating CHS8 and IFS gene expression, 

its transcript accumulation was also determined in the six cultivars that contrast in their level of 

isoflavones. Compared to the target genes, GmMYB176 was expressed more evenly between the 

six genotypes. At R6, GmMYB176 was expressed higher in the lower isoflavone genotypes than 

the high isoflavone genotype RCAT Angora, although the difference in expression was low 

(Figure 1). Expression of GmMYB176 did not appear to affect expression of target genes in this 

study (Figure 1).  

At the growth stage R7, GmMYB176 was expressed similarly between all genotypes 

relative to RCAT Angora, except for HDC Blake and RCAT 1008, in which GmMYB176 was 

expressed at higher (1.4- fold) and at lower (0.6-fold) level, respectively, than the other 
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genotypes (Figure 2). The relative expression differences of GmMYB176 did not seem to relate 

to the expression of the target genes included in this study. 

When comparing the gene expression patterns at R6 with the levels of isoflavone among 

the genotypes, the gene expression of CHS7 and CHS8 was found to be associated with mature 

seed isoflavone concentration. As was expected, RCAT Angora, which had significantly higher 

isoflavone concentration, had higher gene expression for both CHS7 and CHS8 over the lower 

isoflavone genotypes except RCAT 1004 at R6 (Figure 1).  

Sequence mutations effect on gene expression 

To study the association between DNA mutations and gene expression results of IFS1, 

GmMYB176, CHS7, and CHS8, the coding and non-coding regions, 3’ UTR, and ~1,200 bp 

upstream of the start codon to capture promoter sequences of the genes were sequenced in the 

following genotypes: RCAT Angora (high isoflavone), DH 4202, and RCAT 1004 (lower 

isoflavone). No mutations were detected in CHS7 or CHS8, but mutations were found in both 

IFS1, and GmMYB176 as follows: 

IFS1 sequence mutation 

A single base pair (bp) deletion was found in the promoter region of IFS1 in two low 

isoflavone genotypes, DH 4202 and RCAT 1004, in comparison with RCAT Angora (Figure 3a). 

This mutation does not appear to impact transcription factor binding sites based on an in silico 

analysis. While the expression of IFS1 in the three genotypes at R6 were statistically the same, 

the expression in low isoflavone genotypes at R7 were significantly higher than what was 

observed in the high isoflavone genotype, RCAT Angora (Figure 3b). However, because this 

mutation did not affect transcription factor binding sites, the differential expression between the 

target genotypes is probably not due to the mutation. 
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GmMYB176 sequence mutations 

Four gene sequence polymorphisms in the transcription factor GmMYB176 were 

identified among RCAT Angora, DH 4202, and RCAT 1004 (Figure 4a). One point mutation in 

the intronic region of GmMYB176 was unique to the high isoflavone genotype, RCAT Angora 

(Figure 4a). Three other identified mutations were shared between RCAT Angora and DH4202, 

but not RCAT 1004, including a point mutation in the promoter, a point mutation in the first 

exon that does not impact the predicted amino acid sequence of the protein, and a 12 bp deletion 

in the 3’ UTR (Figure 4a). Gene expression of GmMYB176 in the lower isoflavone genotypes 

was slightly higher than RCAT Angora in R6, but in R7 all three genotypes expressed 

GmMYB176 at a similar level (Figure 4b).  

3.4. Discussion 

This chapter aimed to determine the importance of five key genes, CHS7, CHS8, IFS1, 

IFS2, and GmMYB176 involved in isoflavone biosynthesis in soybean. Six different soybean 

cultivars with contrasting isoflavone concentration at two different stages of seed development 

(R6 and R7) were used in the gene expression analyses. The developmental stages of R6 and R7 

are reported to be important periods for isoflavone production in soybean seeds as the 

isoflavones accumulation process is at the highest levels late in seed development. This process 

theoretically coincides with an increase in expression of many genes in the branch of the 

phenylpropanoid pathway involved in isoflavone biosynthesis (Dhaubhadel et al., 2014). 

Differential expression of the target genes among the genotypes was predicted to be associated 

with differences in mature seeds isoflavone concentrations, and it was observed for some key 

target genes in this study. 
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The gene expression of CHS7 and CHS8 in the high isoflavone soybean genotype, RCAT 

Angora, was significantly higher than the expression of CHS7 and CHS8 in four lower 

isoflavone genotypes at R6. These differential gene expression results are consistent with 

previously published study that showed differences in expression for CHS7 and CHS8 between a 

high isoflavone cultivar (RCAT Angora) and a low isoflavone cultivar (Harovinton) during seed 

development (Dhaubhadel et al., 2007). However, in this study, the higher level of expression of 

CHS7 and CHS8 in RCAT Angora, compared to other genotypes at R6, was not observed at R7. 

This could indicate that expression of CHS7 and CHS8 earlier in seed development than other 

genotypes contributes towards higher mature seed isoflavone levels. RCAT 1004, which 

produced 2.1 times less isoflavones than RCAT Angora, expressed CHS7 and CHS8 at R6 at the 

same level as RCAT Angora, indicating early expression of CHS7 and CHS8 may not always 

account for differences in mature seed isoflavone content. This could be due to the involvement 

of other genes in the phenylpropanoid pathway. No correlation between expression of IFS1 or 

IFS2 and mature seed isoflavone accumulation was observed at R6 or R7. 

In this study, isoflavone concentrations were measured from mature seeds to determine 

how gene expression at important developmental periods affects final isoflavone accumulation. 

If seed isoflavone concentrations were measured at the seed developmental stages R6 and R7, 

relationships between gene expression and isoflavone production within each development stage 

may have been identified. Any differences between the genotypes efficiency in translating gene 

transcripts were not accounted for in this study, and this could explain some of the observed 

differences in isoflavone levels. The inclusion of multiple genotypes in this study prevented 

spurious associations from being identified between gene expression and mature seed isoflavone 

concentration. For instance, if a subset of genotypes were analyzed, e.g. RCAT Angora (high 
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isoflavone) and OAC Brooke (moderately low isoflavone), apparent positive associations 

between gene expression of IFS1 and IFS2 at R6 and mature seed isoflavone concentration 

would have been reported as statistically significant. However, when all the genotypes were 

included in the study, no clear relationship was detected. By including multiple genotypes, 

genotypic variation in gene expression can be accounted for. 

While relationships between the level of expression of CHS7 and CHS8 at R6 and the 

mature seeds isoflavone concentration were observed in some of the genotypes in the current 

study, no consistent pattern or major relationship was found between the high isoflavone 

genotype and other lower isoflavone lines. The differences in isoflavone concentrations could be 

due to other genes influencing isoflavone accumulation in the phenylpropanoid pathway. For 

instance, a recent transcriptomic study, which compared two high and two low isoflavone 

soybean cultivars, also found no differences in expression for the genes included in this study; 

however, two flavonoid-metabolizing enzymes, flavonoid 3’-hydroxylase (GmF3’H) and 

dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (GmDFR), which compete with isoflavone biosynthetic enzymes for 

the substrate naringenin, were expressed less in both high isoflavone cultivars (Dastmalchi et al., 

2017). Regulation at multiple steps throughout the phenylpropanoid pathway could affect the 

amount of substrate available for use in isoflavone biosynthesis, thereby impacting isoflavone 

accumulation. Due to this, future studies should consider genes with potential negative effects on 

isoflavone accumulation due to competition for substrates or even due to the conversion of 

isoflavones to other downstream metabolites. 

One single bp deletion in the promoter of IFS1 and one mutation in GmMYB176 were 

identified in two moderately low isoflavone genotypes, but not in the high isoflavone genotype 

RCAT Angora. When considering gene expression of IFS1 and GmMYB176 in these three 
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genotypes, the mutations did not appear to have any effect on expression. While the sequence 

mutations identified in this study did not seem to influence expression differences, and are 

unlikely to impact the target gene functions, it is possible that mutations in other genes involved 

in isoflavone biosynthesis could help explain differences in the gene expression. Genotypes that 

were selected for this study were all highly adapted to southern Ontario, Canada, and may have 

higher sequence similarity than more diverse soybean panels. 

3.5. Conclusions 

At the R6 soybean developmental stage, CHS7 and CHS8 genes were expressed 

significantly higher in a high isoflavone genotype, RCAT Angora, than four of five moderate to 

low isoflavone genotypes targeted in this study, supporting previous findings of the importance 

of CHS7 and CHS8 during isoflavone production and accumulation in soybean seeds. Expression 

differences between the high isoflavone genotype and some of the other lower isoflavone 

genotypes were observed for most target genes, but no clear relationship between their 

expression differences and mature seed isoflavone concentration was observed at R6 or R7 when 

the six genotypes were considered altogether.  Including six genotypes in this study provided 

sufficient genetic variation to avoid observation of spurious associations.  Future studies should 

target more genes in other branches of the phenylpropanoid pathway to help explain genotypic 

differences in isoflavone accumulation in soybean seeds.
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Table 3.1. Total seed isoflavone concentration (µg/g) and standard errors 

(=0.05) of six soybean genotypes grown in a control test in a growth room 

at the University of Guelph in the fall of 2015. 

Genotype Mean (µg/g) Standard Error (µg/g) 

RCAT Angora 4923 361 

RCAT 1004 2282 77 

RCAT 1008 3099 108 

DH 4202 1777 22 

OAC Brooke 1963 160 

HDC Blake 2539 285 
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Table 3.2. Target genes and their primers used in qPCR along with the original publications that created and used the 

primers. 

Gene Forward Primer Reverse Primer Publication 

CHS7 AACCCACCAAACCGTGTTGAT CTTGTCACACATGCGCTGAAAT Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al. (2010) 

CHS8 GCTCCCAGTACTTTAATTGATTTCTG GACTTGTCTCACATGCGCTGGAA Yi et al. (2010) 

IFS1 AGAATTCCGTCCCGAGAGGTT TGCCATTCCTGAAGTAGCCAA Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al. (2010) 

IFS2 AATGTGCCCTGGAGTCAATCTG GGCGTCACCACCCTTCAATAT Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al. (2010) 

Myb176 GAACAGGTCCAGAATCAAGACA GATACACTGGCATCGCTGGAAA Yi et al. (2010) 

cons6 AGATAGGGAAATGGTGCAGGT CTAATGGCAATTGCAGCTCTC Libault et al. (2008) 

cons7 ATGAATGACGGTTCCCATGTA GGCATTAAGGCAGCTCACTCT Libault et al. (2008) 
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Figure 3.1. Relative expression of the target genes, GmMYB176, CHS7, CHS8, IFS1, and IFS2, 

at the developmental stage of R6 in six genotypes grown in a control test in a growth room at the 

University of Guelph in the fall of 2015. The gene expressions are normalized using the genes 

cons6, and cons7, and are presented as relative target quantity compared to the genotype RCAT 

Angora. Error bars represent the standard error at =0.05. 
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Figure 3.2. Relative expression of the target genes, GmMYB176, CHS7, CHS8, IFS1, and IFS2, 

at the developmental stage of R7 in six genotypes grown in a control test in a growth room at the 

University of Guelph in the fall of 2015. The gene expressions are normalized using the genes 

cons6, and cons7, and are presented as relative target quantity compared to the genotype RCAT 

Angora. Error bars represent the standard error at =0.05. 
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Figure 3.3. Sequence mutation and gene expression of IFS1. Panel A) Nucleotide alignment of a 

section of IFS1 using gene sequences from the genotypes RCAT Angora, DH 4202, and RCAT 

1004. The point mutation is highlighted in yellow. Base pair numbers at the beginning and end of 

the section are relative to the start codon of IFS1. Panel B) Relative expression of IFS1 at the 

developmental stage of R6 and R7 of RCAT 1004, RCAT Angora, and DH 4202 grown in a 

control test in a growth room at the University of Guelph in the fall of 2015. The gene 

expressions are normalized using the genes cons6, and cons7, and are presented as relative target 

quantity compared to the genotype RCAT Angora. Error bars represent the standard error at 

=0.05. 
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Figure 3.4. Sequence mutations and gene expression of GmMYB176. Panel A) Nucleotide 

alignment of a section of GmMYB176 using gene sequences from the genotypes RCAT Angora, 

DH 4202, and RCAT 1004. Mutations are highlighted in yellow. Base pair numbers at the 

beginning and end of each section are relative to the start codon of IFS1. Panel B) Relative 

expression of GmMYB176 at the developmental stage of R6 and R7 of RCAT 1004, RCAT 

Angora, and DH 4202 grown in a control test in a growth room at the University of Guelph in the 

fall of 2015. The gene expressions are normalized using the genes cons6, and cons7, and are 

presented as relative target quantity compared to the genotype RCAT Angora. Error bars 

represent the standard error at =0.05. 
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Chapter 4: Identification of Quantitative Trait Loci Associated with Seed Isoflavone 

Concentration in SCN Resistant and SCN Susceptible Genetic Backgrounds 

4.0 Abstract 

Isoflavones are plant secondary metabolites produced in soybean (Glycine max [L.] 

Merr.) which are associated with multiple positive human health effects and are plant defense 

mechanisms against pathogens. Soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines Ichinohe; SCN), is 

a major yield-limiting soybean pathogen worldwide with an increasing impact in North 

American soybean growing regions. Seed isoflavone concentration and SCN resistance are 

quantitative traits under large influence from the environment, and both traits are expensive to 

phenotype. Therefore, seed isoflavone concentration and SCN resistance would benefit from 

marker-assisted selection in soybean breeding programs. This study aims to identify quantitative 

trait loci (QTL) for isoflavone concentration and SCN resistance, simultaneously, in a soybean 

population segregating for the two traits. The population consisted of 109 F4-derived 

recombinant inbred lines (RILs) developed from a cross between RCAT 1004 and DH 4202 and 

was grown in two SCN infested locations, and two non-SCN infested locations in southern 

Ontario, Canada, in 2015 and 2016. Single marker ANOVA identified 10 putative QTL for 

isoflavone content on six chromosomes, and five putative QTL for SCN resistance on three 

chromosomes. Simple interval mapping and composite interval mapping identified four genomic 

regions associated with isoflavone concentration. One putative QTL was identified on 

chromosome 16 for SCN resistance, total isoflavone, daidzein, and genistein, with one allele 

positively influencing all traits. The QTL identified in this study may be useful for soybean 

breeders to use in marker-assisted selection for high isoflavone concentration and SCN resistance 

simultaneously.
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4.1. Introduction 

Isoflavones are plant secondary metabolites produced almost exclusively in legumes, 

including soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.). There is evidence that consumption of soy 

isoflavones leads to a decreased risk of several human ailments, including hormone-dependent 

cancers, cardiovascular disease, high blood cholesterol, osteoporosis, and hot flashes in post-

menopausal women (Tham et al., 1998; Cederroth and Nef, 2005; Dastmalchi and Dhaubhadel, 

2014). Isoflavones in soybeans play crucial roles, both in protecting the plant from pathogen 

attack and in promoting nodulation by mediating the symbiotic relationship between soybean 

roots and rhizobial nitrogen-fixing bacteria (Samac and Graham, 2007). Because of these 

positive attributes, breeding for food-grade soybeans with elevated levels of isoflavones is 

desirable. 

Three main isoflavone aglycones are found in soybean seeds: genistein, daidzein, and 

glycitein that can be conjugated to form 7-O-β-D glycosides (daidzin, genistein, glycitin) and 6”-

O-malonyl-7-O-β-D glycosides (malonyldaidzin, malonylgenistin, malonylglycitin) (Kudou et 

al., 1991). Relative proportions of genistein, daidzein, and glycitein in soybean seeds are 

approximately 50%, 40%, and 10%, respectively (Charron et al., 2005).  Soybean seed 

isoflavone content is a quantitative trait with significant environmental effects (Wang and 

Murphy, 1994; Primomo et al., 2005; Morrison et al., 2008). Previous studies have identified 

over 50 quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with total isoflavones, or the individual 

isoflavones (Meksem et al., 2001; Kassem et al., 2004; Primomo et al., 2005; Kassem et al., 

2006; Gutierrez-Gonzales et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2009; Liang et al., 2010; Gutierrez-Gonzales 
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et al., 2010a; Gutierrez-Gonzales et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Akond et al., 2013; Akond et al., 

2014; Smallwood et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014).   

Soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines Ichinohe; SCN) is an obligatory 

endoparasitic pathogen that has the largest impact on yield among all soybean pathogens 

(Koenning and Wrather, 2010; Wrather et al., 2006). The best method to manage SCN is through 

crop rotation with non-host crops and by growing SCN resistant cultivars (Concibido et al., 

2004). Many QTL have been identified that are associated with SCN resistance, with two loci, 

rhg1 and Rhg4, providing major resistance in many studied populations (Concibido et al., 2004). 

As SCN expands throughout North America (Tylka and Marett, 2014) the importance of 

breeding SCN resistant cultivars is increasing. 

Protection from pathogen attack is due to the ability of isoflavones and their derivatives 

that act as phytoalexins to limit pathogen colonization, induce toxicity, and increase plant 

resistance (Dastmalchi and Dhaubhadel, 2014).  An isoflavone derivative and phytoalexin, 

Glyceollin I, has been shown to be involved in resistance to SCN in soybean (Huang and Barker, 

1992). Because of the potential role that isoflavones and their derivatives may play in SCN 

resistance, it is important to study the relationship between the two traits. 

The main objective of this chapter was to identify QTL associated with daidzein, 

genistein, and total isoflavones in SCN resistance and SCN susceptible genetic backgrounds 

using a RIL population grown in four locations in southern Ontario, Canada, in 2015 and 2016.
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4.2. Materials and Methods 

Mapping population 

A population of 109 F4-derived RILs developed from a cross between RCAT 1004 and 

DH 4202 was used for this study. RCAT 1004 is a yellow hilum soybean variety developed by 

the University of Guelph at the Ridgetown Campus from a cross between RCAT 0412 SCN and 

A03-741001. RCAT 1004 has moderately high seed isoflavone concentration with SCN 

resistance derived from PI88788.  DH 4202 is a low isoflavone line and susceptible to SCN, 

which was developed from a cross between OAC Kent and RCAT Pinehurst at the University of 

Guelph, Ridgetown Campus. Because RCAT 1004 and DH 4202 differ in seed isoflavone levels, 

and SCN resistance, the RIL population used in this study is segregating for both traits. 

Experimental design 

The RIL population was grown in four southern Ontario field trial locations in 2015 and 

2016. Two of the locations, Rodney (ROD) and Houston (HOU), had SCN infested soils, while 

Chatham (CHT) and Woodstock (WST) were not infested with SCN. Environments are 

abbreviated by their location followed by the growth year in this chapter (e.g., Woodstock in 

2015, WST15). The experiment was set up as a randomized complete block design (RCBD) with 

three replicates in the SCN infested environments and two replicates in the non-infested 

locations. 

Phenotypic data collection 

Daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavone concentrations were determined in Dr. Lorna 

Woodrow’s Agriculture and Agri-food Canada (AAFC) laboratory in Harrow, ON, by using a 

near infrared sprectroscopy (NIRS) method developed by AAFC in Harrow. Approximately 25 g 
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of seed from each plot was ground to a powder using a FOSS Knifetec™ 1095 sample grinder 

(FOSS NIRSystems, Inc., Laurel, MD). Ground samples were stored in plastic vials for up to 24 

hours before NIRS analysis. Isoflavone concentrations of the ground samples were generated by 

using a FOS 6500 spectrophotometer (FOSS NIRSystems, Inc., Laurel, MD) and ISIscan 

software (Intrasoft International, Laurel, MD). Generated spectra were used to predict isoflavone 

concentration using the prediction model developed by AAFC in Harrow. The total isoflavone 

values represented the sum of aglycone and conjugated forms, presented as aglycone equivalents 

on a dry weight basis (Morrison et al., 2008). Protein and oil predictions were generated 

simultaneously using the same NIR system. 

Seed yield was collected for each harvested plot, adjusted to 13% moisture, and is 

presented in kg ha-1. Plant height (cm) was measured from a representative plant in each plot. 

The level of resistance to SCN for each genotype was determined by using SCN count data 

gathered from the SCN infested locations, Houston and Rodney, in 2015 and 2016. SCN 

resistance is represented by a female index (FI), which is based on cyst (female) counts from 

roots gathered from each plot. Gathered roots were washed to remove excess dirt and the cysts 

were then captured from roots by washing the roots with high pressure water. Captured cysts 

were diluted and count under a microscope. The susceptible cultivar Lee 74 was used to calculate 

the FI for each plot in ROD15, HOU15, and HOU16. The susceptible parent, DH 4202, was used 

to calculate FI in ROD16, due to poor Lee74 plots. The calculation of FI is represented by the 

following equation:  

𝐹𝐼 =  
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘
𝑥100%  
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Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed using Statistical Analysis Systems (SAS) program, 

version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). FI values were log transformed prior to analysis. Data 

from each environment was subjected to ANOVA using PROC MIXED with genotype as a fixed 

effect and block as a random effect. Yield, oil, protein, and height were subject to nearest 

neighbour analysis (NNA) to adjust for spatial variation. Combined ANOVA were also 

performed over the eight environments using PROC MIXED, with genotype as a fixed effect, 

and year, location, year x location, and block(location x year) as random effects. Pearson's 

correlation coefficients were obtained for each environment and combined environments using 

LSMEANS for each trait in PROC CORR. 

DNA extraction and genotyping by sequencing 

A thumbnail-size piece of leaf tissue was collected from a single plant in each field plot 

and stored in 2.0ml conical screw cap tubes. Samples were stored at -20˚C then freeze-dried 

using a Savant ModulyoD Thermoquest (Savant Instruments, Holbrook, NY). DNA was 

extracted using a NucleoSpin® Plant II kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) as per 

manufacturer's instructions. DNA quality was assessed by running samples on a 1.5% agarose 

gel and on a Nanodrop® spectrophotometer (ND-1000 v.3.5.2; NanoDrop Technologies, Inc., 

Wilmington, DE). Concentration of DNA samples were assessed with a Qubit™ 2.0 fluorometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).   

For genotyping by sequencing (GBS), 30 µl samples of 10 ng µl-1 DNA were shipped to 

the Université Laval's Plate-forme D'analyses Génomiques (Université Laval, Québec, Canada) 

where GBS libraries were constructed using the ApeKI restriction enzyme, then sequenced using 

an Ion Proton sequencer. Sequence data was processed using the Fast-GBS pipeline 
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(Torkamenah et al., 2017). Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were filtered to discard loci 

with >20% missing data, and a minimum minor allele frequency of 0.3 was set prior to 

imputation with Beagle. Heterozygous SNPs were considered missing data for this analysis. 

Linkage map construction and QTL mapping 

A genetic linkage map was constructed using the JoinMap 4.0 software (van Ooijen, 

2006). Markers that exhibited significant levels of segregation distortion from the expected 1:1 

ratio based on a chi-square test (α = 0.01), were removed from further analysis. If two markers 

segregated identically within the population, one of the markers was removed from linkage map 

construction. Markers were grouped into linkage groups based on a minimum likelihood of odds 

(LOD) ≥ 3. Genetic distances were calculated using Kosambi's mapping function. 

The software MapQTL®6 (van Ooijen, 2009) was used to perform simple interval 

mapping (SIM) and composite interval mapping (CIM) for total isoflavones, daidzein, genistein, 

and SCN resistance. CIM was performed using the multiple QTL mapping (MQM) algorithm in 

MapQTL®6, which used significant markers from SIM as cofactors (van Ooijen, 2009). LOD 

threshold values were calculated through a permutation test with 1,000 iterations and a 

significance level of 0.05. Identified QTL were used to search for published genes related to 

isoflavone biosynthesis through SoyBase (http://www.soybase.org). Significant single marker 

effects (α < 0.01) were determined using PROC GLM, with LSMEAN estimates of the traits as 

the dependent variable, and marker values as the independent variable. Marker names are 

presented based on SNP positions produced from GBS.
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4.3. Results 

Phenotypic analysis of RIL population 

The means and standard errors of the RIL population and parental lines for total 

isoflavone, daidzein, and genistein in every environment are presented in Table 1. In combined 

environment analysis, the moderately high isoflavone parent line, RCAT 1004, had a mean total 

isoflavone concentration of 2383 µg g-1 whereas the moderately low isoflavone parent, DH 4202, 

had a mean total isoflavone concentration of 1260 µg g-1 (Table 1). Higher concentrations of 

daidzein and genistein were observed in RCAT 1004 compared to DH 4202 (Table 1). The 

highest daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavone concentrations in the RIL population were 

observed at the Woodstock location in 2016 with concentrations of 921 µg g-1, 1503 µg g-1, and 

2521 µg g-1, respectively (Table 1). The lowest concentrations of daidzein, genistein, and total 

isoflavones were observed in the SCN infested locations Houston and Rodney in 2015 and 2016; 

e.g., Houston in 2015 had average concentrations of 480 µg g-1, 706 µg g-1, and 1304 µg g-1 for 

daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavones, respectively (Table 1). The average FI values for the 

RIL population and parents in Houston and Rodney are presented in Table 2. The SCN resistant 

genotype, RCAT 1004, was highly resistant in Houston, but not in Rodney (Table 2). In general, 

the RIL population was affected by SCN more so in Rodney, than in Houston (Table 2). Analysis 

of variance for total isoflavones, genistein, daidzein, and FI values indicated highly significant 

genotype variation (P<0.0001) in all environments (Appendix I). 

Correlations between isoflavones and other agronomic traits across all environments are 

presented in Table 3. Strong significant correlations between isoflavone groups were observed 

(Table 3). A significant negative correlation (α = 0.05, r = -0.20) between daidzein and FI values 
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indicated a positive relationship between seed daidzein concentration and SCN resistance (Table 

3). Significant negative correlations (α = 0.01) were observed between plant height and both oil 

(r = -0.30) and FI (r = -0.37; Table 3). The commonly reported strong negative correlation (α = 

0.01, r = -0.78) between oil and protein was observed (Table 3). A strong negative correlation (α 

= 0.01, r = -0.64) was observed between yield and FI, indicating the expected negative 

relationship between the level of SCN infestation and yield (Table 3). Correlations observed in 

individual environments generally support combined environment correlations and are presented 

in Appendix II.  

QTL associated with daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavones 

A linkage map consisting of 1,344 SNP markers on 29 linkage groups was constructed 

with an approximate total length of 1363 cM. There were 648 unmapped SNP markers that were 

included in single-factor ANOVA. Every chromosome in the soybean genome was represented 

by at least one linkage group, and some were divided into two or three linkage groups. Putative 

QTL that were identified for all traits through SIM or MQM (Table 4 and Figure 1).  

A total of four QTL associated with total isoflavones, three QTL associated with 

daidzein, and two QTL associated with genistein were identified through SIM and MQM in this 

study (Table 4). One QTL associated with daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavones was 

identified by both SIM and MQM on chromosome 6 in a single environment (Table 4). The same 

QTL was identified by SIM but not MQM for daidzein when non-SCN infested environments 

(Chatham, Woodstock) were combined in 2015 (Table 4). Five QTL were identified on 

chromosome 16, two associated with total isoflavones and daidzein, and one associated with 

genistein (Table 4). One of the QTL, associated with all three isoflavone categories on 

chromosome 16 (4.8-6.4 cM), was identified by SIM, and the QTL associated with genistein was 
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also identified through MQM at the Houston location in 2015 (Table 4). Another QTL associated 

with total isoflavones on chromosome 16 (~78-79 cM) was identified in Rodney in 2015 using 

SIM, and in Woodstock for daidzein in 2016 using both SIM and MQM (Table 4). One QTL 

associated with total isoflavones was identified through MQM on chromosome 10 in Houston of 

2015 (Table 4). The single marker analyses identified three QTL associated with total 

isoflavones, one QTL associated with daidzein, and six QTL associated with genistein (Table 5). 

The putative QTL associated with daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavones were identified on 

chromosome 16, as well as five other chromosomes that did not have QTL identified through 

interval mapping (Table 5).  

QTL associated with SCN resistance 

Single marker analysis identified five putative QTL associated with SCN resistance. 

Three QTL associated with SCN resistance were identified on chromosome 1, one QTL on 

chromosome 16, and one QTL on chromosome 18 (Table 5).  It is possible that two of the loci on 

chromosome 1 represent the same QTL, as the markers representing the QTL are relatively close 

to one another (Table 5). The SCN resistance QTL identified on chromosome 16 may overlap 

with the QTL region for isoflavones (4.8-6.4 cM) reported above, based on the SCN resistance 

QTL nearest marker position in the linkage map (2.8 cM).  No QTL associated with SCN 

resistance were identified through SIM or MQM in this study.

4.4. Discussion 

The objective of this chapter was to identify QTL associated with daidzein, genistein, 

total isoflavones, and SCN resistance in a population of RILs segregating for these traits. It is 

important for soybean breeders to consider the relationship between isoflavone concentration, 
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and other seed component traits, to assess the potential positive or negative consequences of 

selecting for higher seed isoflavone concentration and SCN resistance. No significant correlation 

between protein content and seed isoflavone concentration was observed in the combined 

environment analysis. However, five out of eight individual environments showed significant 

negative correlations, and one environment showed a significant positive correlation between 

protein content and seed isoflavone concentration. The negative relationship between protein and 

isoflavones has been frequently reported (Primomo et al, 2005; Smallwood et al., 2014; Morrison 

et al., 2008; Liang et al., 2010), although no correlation has also been observed (Charron et al., 

2005). A study by Primomo et al. (2005) identified a QTL on chromosome 16 that was positively 

associated with the isoflavone glycitein and protein, indicating selection for specific isoflavones 

may be possible without sacrificing seed protein content. In general, negative correlation 

between seed isoflavone concentration and protein appears to be a major challenge for food-

grade soybean breeders interested in producing high-isoflavone cultivars. 

In this chapter, four QTL associated with total isoflavones, three QTL associated with 

daidzein, and two QTL associated with genistein were identified through SIM and MQM. Three 

previous studies have identified QTL for total isoflavones on chromosome 16 (Primomo et al., 

2005; Liang et al., 2010; Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al., 2010) of which the QTL identified by 

Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al. (2010) appears to be in a similar genomic region as the QTL for total 

isoflavones and daidzein identified in this study (78-79cM). Single marker analysis identified 

five loci associated with total isoflavones, daidzein, or genistein that were not confirmed by 

interval mapping. Low coverage of molecular markers in the linkage map along with low 

number of RILs in this population may have prevented the identification of more QTL through 

interval mapping. 
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Female indices were measured in genotypes grown in two SCN infested locations, 

allowing QTL mapping to be performed for SCN resistance at the same time as isoflavones. Five 

putative QTL associated with SCN resistance were identified via single marker analyses, 

including one QTL on chromosome 16 that is located near the QTL identified with interval 

mapping for total isoflavones, daidzein, and genistein. Gutierrez-Gonzalez et al. (2009) 

identified a QTL for total isoflavones on chromosome 8, located near the Rhg4 SCN resistance 

locus. Because isoflavones are involved in plant defense response to pathogens (Samac and 

Graham, 2007), this suggests a potential positive association between some isoflavone QTL and 

SCN resistance. Whereas isoflavone concentration were significantly lower in SCN infested 

environments than in non-infested environments, SCN resistant genotypes had higher isoflavone 

content than the susceptible genotypes in SCN infested environments (Chapter 1). This may not 

be surprising due to isoflavones involvement in plant defense mechanisms in response to 

pathogen attack. In addition, this result is encouraging for soybean breeders wishing to develop 

SCN resistant genotypes with high seed isoflavone concentration.  

In conclusion, this chapter identified four genomic regions associated with isoflavones 

through SIM and MQM. Single marker analysis identified 10 putative QTL associated with 

isoflavones on six chromosomes, and four putative QTL associated with SCN resistance on three 

chromosomes. One putative QTL associated with SCN resistance was identified near QTL 

associated with total isoflavones, daidzein, and genistein on chromosome 16, suggesting there 

may be a shared QTL between the two traits. Marker-assisted selection is a useful tool for 

soybean breeders to select for traits that are environmentally sensitive, and for which 

phenotyping is resource intensive (Xu and Crouch, 2008), such as isoflavone quantification and 

SCN bioassays. Because QTL associated with SCN resistance and isoflavone concentration were 
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identified near the same locus, it may be possible to simultaneously select for SCN resistance 

and increased seed isoflavones using marker-assisted selection. Future studies should consider 

further exploration of the relationship between SCN resistance and levels of isoflavones through 

studying the accumulation of isoflavones in both seeds and roots.
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Table 4.1. Single-environment and combined environments means and standard errors (= 0.05) of total isoflavone, daidzein, and genistein 

for the 109 recombinant inbred lines and the parents grown in Woodstock, Chatham, Houston, and Rodney in 2015 and 2016. 

Environment  Parental Means (µg/g)  Parental Means (µg/g)  Parental Means (µg/g) 

Location Year 
Total Isoflavone 

Mean (µg/g) 
RCAT 
1004 

DH 4202 
Daidzein 

Mean (µg/g) 
RCAT 
1004 

DH 4202 
Genistein 

Mean (µg/g) 
RCAT 
1004 

DH 4202 

Woodstock 2015 1600 ± 21 2411 1183 665 ± 10 1061 431 795 ± 11 1163 641 

Chatham 2015 2099 ± 24 2420 1878 828 ± 13 1041 749 1129 ± 12 1309 1080 

Houston 2015 1304 ± 20 2464 786 480 ± 9 992 201 706 ± 10 1248 477 

Rodney 2015 1447 ± 17 2036 853 519 ± 8 832 231 795 ± 8 1026 549 

Woodstock 2016 2521 ± 26 3936 2598 921 ± 9 1243 595 1503 ± 20 2490 1841 

Chatham 2016 2024 ± 19 2104 1535 775 ± 10 862 541 1142 ± 9 1139 950 

Houston 2016 1553 ± 15 2298 1116 596 ± 7 959 375 874 ± 8 1225 686 

Rodney 2016 1284 ± 16 1844 852 450 ± 8 738 226 738 ± 9 1013 517 

  
   

      

Combined 
Environments 

1661 ± 11 2383 1260 625 ± 5 949 387 922 ± 6 1287 785 

 

Table 4.2. Single-environment female index (%) means and 

standard errors (=0.05) for the 109 recombinant inbred lines and 

the parents grown in Houston, and Rodney in 2015 and 2016. 

Environment  Parental Means (%) 

Location Year 
Female Index 

Mean (%) 
RCAT 1004 DH 4202 

Houston 2015 60.5 ± 3.3 4.8 95.9 

Rodney 2015 98.1 ± 6.4 57.8 78.5 

Houston 2016 59.5 ± 4.0 9.1 174.5 

Rodney 2016 153.3 ± 7.1 43.0% 100.0 
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Table 4.3. Pearson coefficients of correlation between total isoflavone, daidzein, genistein, height, oil, 

protein, yield, and female index (FI) in a RIL population derived from the cross between RCAT 1004 

and DH 4202. The population was grown in Woodstock, Chatham, Rodney, and Houston in 2015 and 

2016. 

Trait Daidzein Genistein Height Oil Protein Yield FIz 

Total Isoflavones 0.97** 0.98** 0.11 -0.15 0.11 0.12 -0.16 

Daidzein  0.90** 0.09 -0.16 0.12 0.06 -0.20* 

Genistein   0.13 -0.13 0.09 0.17 -0.13 

Height    -0.30** 0.10 0.71** -0.37** 

Oil     -0.78** -0.13 -0.02 

Protein      0.06 -0.15 

Yield       -0.64** 

* Significant at α = 0.05. ** Significant at α = 0.01 
zFemale Index calculated with SCN infestation count data from Houston and Rodney.  
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Table 4.4 Putative QTL identified through simple interval mapping (SIM) and multiple QTL mapping (MQM) algorithm for total 

isoflavone, daidzein, and genistein in a population of 109 RILs derived from a cross between RCAT 1004 and DH 4202. 

    SIM  MQM 

Trait Environment Chr 
Flanking 

Markers 

Position 

(cM) 
LODy R2(%) 

Additive 

Effectz 

 Position 

(cM) 
LODy R2(%) 

Additive 

Effectz 

Total 

Isoflavone 

2015            

Chatham 6 
s6_105140-

s6_567370 
0.0-4.0 3.33 12.9 127.7 

 
1.0-4.0 3.13 12.1 130.0 

Houston 10 
s10_48369966-

s10_49546505 
- - - - 

 
20-23.7 2.38 8.3 -121.7 

Rodney 16 
s16_3262274-

s16_3128065 
78.0-79.0 2.3 9.1 -93.0 

 - - - - 

Houston 16 
s16_37301586-

s16_30873764 
4.8-6.4 2.22 8.8 105.4 

 - - - - 

Daidzein 

2015            

Chatham 6 
s6_105140-

s6_567370 
0.0-4.5 3.53 13.6 71.3 

 
1.0-3.0 3.31 12.7 72.4 

Houston 16 
s16_37301586-

s16_30873764 
4.8-6.4 2.2 8.7 47.5 

 - - - - 

Non-SCN 6 
s6_105140-

s6_567370 
1.0-3.0 2.65 10.4 45.2 

 - - - - 

2016            

Woodstock 16 
s16_3267638-

s16_3128065 
75.3-79.1 2.53 10 -41.0 

 
75.3-77.2 2.54 9.8 -42.5 

Genistein 

2015            

Chatham 6 
s6_105140-

s6_567370 
1.0-4.0 2.98 11.6 62.3 

 
2.0-3.0 2.67 10.3 61.8 

Houston 16 
s16_37301586-

s16_30873764 
4.8-6.4 2.24 8.9 51.6 

 
4.8-6.4 2.34 9.2 67.8 

zAdditive Effects calculated as half the subtraction of the mean of genotypes with the RCAT 1004 allele from the mean of genotypes with 

the DH 4202 allele. 
yLOD thresholds for each environment-trait combination were calculated through a permutation test with 1,000 iterations and a Type 1 error 

rate of 0.5. 
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Table 4.5. Putative QTL for total isoflavones, genistein, daidzein, and SCN resistance that were 

identified through single-marker ANOVA analysis in a population of 109 RIL derived from a cross 

between RCAT 1004 and DH 4202. Where multiple closely clustered, significantly associated (α = 

0.01) markers represent the same QTL, the locus is represented by the bordering markers, and the 

largest R2 and p-value are presented. 

Trait Locus Chr 
Number of 

Markers 
R2 (%) P-value 

Total 

Isoflavones 

s7_753971 7 1 6.1% 0.0090 

s16_3262274-s16_3267916 16 3 7.0% 0.0049 

s18_51022534-s18_51022579 18 2 6.0% 0.0095 

Daidzein s16_3063163-s16_3321254 16 11 8.0% 0.0027 

Genistein 

s7_753971 7 1 6.5% 0.0072 

s10_41888844 10 1 6.2% 0.0083 

s12_34906116 12 1 6.1% 0.0092 

s16_37301586 16 1 6.7% 0.0060 

s18_51022534-s18_51033575 18 3 6.1% 0.0088 

s19_41482759 19 1 6.2% 0.0082 

SCN 

Resistance 

s1_819257 1 1 7.0% 0.0040 

s1_1482036-s1_1482341 1 3 9.5% 0.0010 

s1_1501284-s1_1516846 1 4 8.0% 0.0026 

s16_37187117-s16_37187189 16 3 6.4% 0.0072 

s18_53314739-s18_53314747 18 2 6.2% 0.0086 
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Figure 4.1. QTL identified by environment for total isoflavones, daidzein, and genistein using 

simple interval mapping (a) and multiple QTL mapping (b). QTL are represented by boxes to the 

right of the linkage group. Flanking markers are written to the left of the linkage group. The first 

three letters of each QTL represent the location, and the last two numbers represent the growing 

year. WST = Woodstock, CHT = Chatham, HOU = Houston, ROD = Rodney, NON = WST and 

CHT, COMB = HOU and ROD.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

5.1 General discussion 

Soybean is an internationally important leguminous crop for its uses in producing food 

products, animal feed, and industrial products. Isoflavones are plant secondary metabolites 

produced almost exclusively in legumes, including soybean. Consumption of isoflavones is 

associated with a decreased risk of several human ailments, including hormone-dependent 

cancers, cardiovascular disease, high blood cholesterol, osteoporosis, and hot flashes in post-

menopausal women (Tham et al., 1998; Cederroth and Nef, 2005; Dastmalchi and Dhaubhadel, 

2014). Isoflavones in soybeans protect the plant from pathogen attack and promote nodulation 

(Samac and Graham, 2007). These beneficial properties of isoflavones contribute to the 

increasing interests in breeding for high isoflavone food-grade soybean cultivars. 

One of hypotheses of this thesis was that the effect of genotype, environment, and 

genotype by environment interaction influence seed isoflavone concentration. To test this 

hypothesis, a population of 109 RILs developed from a cross between RCAT 1004 and DH 4202 

was grown in two SCN infested, and two non-SCN infested locations in 2015 and 2016. 

Genotype, environment, and genotype by environment interaction effects were all identified to 

have significant effects on seed isoflavone concentration. 

Another hypothesis of this project was that SCN infestation influences seed isoflavone 

concentration, and that isoflavones contribute towards SCN resistance. In the SCN infested 

environments, SCN resistant genotypes had significantly higher seed isoflavone concentration 

than susceptible genotypes, indicating a potential positive relationship between isoflavone 

production and SCN resistance. The soybean genotypes had much higher seed isoflavone 
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concentration in the non-SCN infested environments than in SCN infested environments in this 

study. Therefore, non-SCN infested environments are probably best suited for growing food-

grade soybeans with high seed isoflavone concentration. If SCN resistant, high isoflavone 

cultivars are desired, evaluation of the genotypes should be done in SCN-infested soils. 

Phenotypic correlations between isoflavone concentration and other agronomic traits 

revealed a commonly observed negative correlation between seed isoflavones and protein 

content. This negative correlation was significant in five of the eight environments in this thesis. 

Because high protein content is desired in food-grade soybeans, this negative correlation can be a 

major issue for soybean breeders. One QTL was identified by Primomo et al. (2005) that is 

positively associated with glycitein and protein, indicating it may be possible to select for 

specific isoflavones while improving protein content. If markers linked to QTL associated with 

isoflavone concentration are to be used for marker assisted selection in a breeding program, it is 

important that they are not significantly associated with low protein content. 

Another hypothesis of this thesis was that multiple genomic regions impacts seed 

isoflavone concentration. Single marker ANOVA identified 10 putative QTL for isoflavone 

content on six chromosomes, and five putative QTL for SCN resistance on three chromosomes. 

Four genomic regions associated with total isoflavone concentration were identified through 

interval mapping. The QTL with the largest effect in this thesis (R2 = 12.9%) was identified on 

chromosome 6, making it the best candidate for marker-assisted selection. One putative QTL 

was identified on chromosome 16 for SCN resistance, total isoflavone, daidzein, and genistein, 

indicating it may be possible to simultaneously select for SCN resistance and seed isoflavone 

concentration.  
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The final hypothesis of this thesis was that differences in gene expression of CHS7, 

CHS8, IFS1, IFS2, and GmMYB176 throughout the R6 and R7 seed development stages account 

for some observed differences in seed isoflavone concentration among the six target genotypes. 

Expression of CHS7 and CHS8 at the developmental stage of R6 was significantly higher in the 

highest isoflavone cultivar, RCAT Angora, over four lower isoflavone cultivars. The increased 

early expression of CHS7 and CHS8 could positively impact isoflavone accumulation and 

account for some of the observed difference in seed isoflavone concentration among the 

genotypes. Sequence polymorphisms detected in GmMYB176 and IFS1 in the genotypes RCAT 

Angora, RCAT 1004, and DH 4202 did not impact gene expression, indicating probable 

influence of other genes in the phenylpropanoid pathway. 

In conclusion, the identified QTL associated with seed isoflavone concentration and SCN 

resistance could be used in marker-assisted selection methods for developing high isoflavone 

cultivars with SCN resistance. Furthermore, the identified effects of SCN on seed isoflavone 

concentration can aid soybean breeders in selecting appropriate methods for developing new 

cultivars and producers in selecting the best environments for isoflavone production.  

5.2 Future directions 

The RIL population used in this thesis consisted of only 109 genotypes. Using a larger 

population may improve the power of QTL identification and localization by increasing the 

number of recombination event and by providing more accurate phenotypic data. 

In this thesis, the relationship between isoflavones and SCN resistance was studied only 

using seed isoflavones concentration. In addition to this, studying the accumulation of 
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isoflavones within roots may help to have a comprehensive understanding of the relationship 

between isoflavone concentration and SCN resistance in soybeans. 

In this project, gene expression of five key genes involved in isoflavone biosynthesis 

during the R6 and R7 seed developmental stages in six soybean genotypes were studied. Further 

studies should continue with including multiple genotypes, with more diverse genetic 

background and, also including more genes, potentially in other areas of the phenylpropanoid 

pathway.
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Appendix I. Single environment ANOVA in for total isoflavones, daidzein, genistein, and Female 

Index for 120 genotypes grown in Woodstock, Chatham, Rodney, and Houston in 2015 and 2016. 

Location Effect 
Total Isoflavones 

(Pr > Z) 

Daidzein 

(Pr > Z) 

Genistein 

(Pr > Z) 

Female Index 

(Pr > Z) 

  2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 2015 2016 

Woodstock          

 Block 0.3995 0.2673 - 0.2556 - 0.3066 - - 

 Genotype <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 - - 

 Residual <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 - - 

Chatham          

 Block 0.2661 0.3422 0.2653 0.3271 0.2619 - - - 

 Genotype <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 - - 

 Residual <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 - - 

Rodney          

 Block - 0.1678 0.3945 0.1681 - 0.1695 0.1599 0.2487 

 Genotype <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0002 

 Residual <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

Houston          

 Block 0.1758 0.1625 0.1741 0.1639 0.177 0.1618 0.1871 0.2575 

 Genotype <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0006 

 Residual <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
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Appendix II. Individual environment Pearson coefficients of correlation between total isoflavone, 

daidzein, genistein, height, oil, protein, yield, and female index in a RIL population derived from the 

cross between RCAT 1004 and DH 4202. The population was grown in Woodstock, Chatham, 

Rodney, and Houston in 2015 and 2016. 

Environmentz Trait Daidzein Genistein Height Oil Protein Yield 
Female 

Index 
WST15 

Total 

Isoflavone 

0.98** 0.99** 0.41** 0.00 -0.37** 0.24**  

WST16 0.45** 0.96** - -0.35** 0.51** 0.05  

CHT15 0.96** 0.96** -0.04 0.08 -0.43** 0.06  

CHT16 0.98** 0.97** -0.07 -0.05 -0.25** -0.12  

ROD15 0.98** 0.97** 0.24** -0.04 -0.30** 0.25** 0.03 

ROD16 0.97** 0.98** 0.39** -0.09 -0.13 0.47** -0.15 

HOU15 0.98** 0.98** - 0.02 -0.27** 0.34** -0.21* 

HOU16 0.98** 0.97* - -0.20* -0.10 0.18* -0.19* 

WST15 

Daidzein 

 0.95** 0.35** -0.02 -0.34** 0.20*  

WST16  0.20* - -0.10 -0.29** 0.96**  

CHT15  0.93** -0.03 0.08 -0.36** -0.13  

CHT16  0.92** -0.09 -0.08 -0.23* -0.11  

ROD15  0.93** 0.23* -0.05 -0.25** 0.29** -0.01 

ROD16  0.93** 0.34** -0.16 -0.06 0.43** -0.09 

HOU15  0.94** - 0.00 -0.23* 0.36** -0.25** 

HOU16  0.93** - -0.20 -0.09 0.12 -0.18* 

WST15 

Genistein 

  0.45** -0.01 -0.38** 0.29**  

WST16   - -0.36** 0.64** 0.20*  

CHT15   -0.03 0.07 -0.40** -0.02  

CHT16   -0.04 -0.03 -0.28** -0.10  

ROD15   0.20* -0.07 -0.31** 0.18* 0.10 

ROD16   0.40** -0.02 -0.21* 0.48** -0.16 

HOU15   - 0.01 -0.28** 0.33** -0.19* 

HOU16   - -0.14 -0.17 0.19* -0.15 

WST15 

Height 

   -0.10 -0.06 0.51**  

WST16    - - -  

CHT15    -0.22* 0.10 0.50**  

CHT16    -0.20* 0.15 0.31**  

ROD15    -0.01 -0.00 0.78** -0.39** 

ROD16    -0.18 0.01 0.60** -0.18 

HOU15    - - - -0.61** 

HOU16    - - - - 

WST15 

Oil 

    -0.74** -0.04  

WST16     -0.72** -0.36**  

CHT15     -0.62** 0.06  

CHT16     -0.80** -0.17  

ROD15     -0.69** -0.00 -0.20* 

ROD16     -0.80** -0.17 -0.07 

HOU15     -0.77** 0.03 -0.05 

HOU16     -0.83** -0.36** 0.25** 

WST15 

Protein 

     -0.14  

WST16      0.64**  

CHT15      -0.17  

CHT16      0.22*  

ROD15      0.11 -0.09 

ROD16      0.13 0.01 

HOU15      -0.04 -0.03 
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HOU16           0.35** -0.27** 

WST15 

Yield 

       

WST16        

CHT15        

CHT16        

ROD15       -0.53** 

ROD16       -0.40** 

HOU15       -0.61** 

HOU16       -0.46** 
z WST15: Woodstock 2015; WST16: Woodstock 2016; CHT15: Chatham 2015; CHT16: Chatham 2016; 

ROD15: Rodney 2015; ROD16: Rodney 2016; HOU15: Houston 2015; HOU16: Houston 2015. 


